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Notice and Request for Comment
Changes to Proposed National Instrument 81-106 Investment Fund Continuous Disclosure,
Form 81-106F1 and Companion Policy 81-106CP Investment Fund Continuous Disclosure
(Second Publication) and Related Amendments
Introduction
We, the Canadian Securities Administrators (CSA), are publishing for comment revised versions
of proposed National Instrument 81-106 Investment Fund Continuous Disclosure (the Rule),
Form 81-106F1 Contents of Annual and Interim Management Report of Fund Performance (the
Form) and the Companion Policy 81-106CP Investment Fund Continuous Disclosure (the
Policy). The Rule and the Form are together referred to as the Instrument.
We are also publishing for comment:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

changes to proposed amendments to National Instrument 81-101 Mutual Fund Prospectus
Disclosure, Form 81-101F1 Contents of Simplified Prospectus, Form 81-101F2 Contents of
Annual Information Form, and Companion Policy 81-101CP Mutual Fund Prospectus
Disclosure (second publication);
changes to Proposed Amendments to National Instrument 81-102 Mutual Funds and
Companion Policy 81-102CP Mutual Funds (second publication);
changes to proposed amendments to National Instrument 13-101 System For Electronic
Document Analysis and Retrieval (SEDAR) (second publication);
proposed amendments to National Instrument 51-102 Continuous Disclosure Obligations;
proposed amendments to National Instrument 52-107 Acceptable Accounting Principles,
Auditing Standards and Reporting Currency;
proposed amendments to Multilateral Instrument 81-104 Commodity Pools;
proposed revocation of National Instrument 54-102 Interim Financial Statement & Report
Exemption;
proposed rescission of National Policy 27 Canadian Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles, National Policy 31 Change of Auditor of a Reporting Issuer, National Policy 50
Reservations in an Auditor’s Report, and National Policy 51 Changes in the Ending Date of a
Financial Year and in Reporting Status; and
in some jurisdictions, certain local amendments.

The Instrument is expected to be adopted as a rule in each of British Columbia, Alberta,
Manitoba, Ontario and Nova Scotia, as a commission regulation in Saskatchewan and Quebec,
and as a policy in all other jurisdictions represented by the CSA.
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On September 20, 2002, we published for comment the first version of the Instrument and Policy
(the 2002 Proposal). For additional background information on the 2002 Proposal, as well as a
detailed summary of its contents, please refer to the notice that was published with those
versions.
Substance and Purpose
The Rule will:
•
•

harmonize continuous disclosure (CD) requirements among Canadian jurisdictions;
replace most existing local CD requirements;

The Instrument sets out the obligations of investment funds with respect to financial statements,
annual information forms (AIFs) for investment funds that do not have a current prospectus,
management reports of fund performance, material change reporting, information circulars,
proxies and proxy solicitation, delivery obligations, proxy voting disclosure and certain other
CD-related matters. The Instrument prescribes the form of the management reports.
If all necessary government approvals are obtained, we expect the Instrument to be effective on
December 31, 2004. As such, the filing deadlines for financial statements, management reports
of fund performance and AIFs in the Instrument will be mandatory for financial years ending on
or after December 31, 2004.
In some jurisdictions, including Ontario and Quebec, the Instrument addresses certain nonreporting investment fund obligations such as financial statement requirements. Non-reporting
investment funds will not have these requirements in other jurisdictions such as British
Columbia, Alberta and Manitoba. The Instrument also does not address CD obligations for
reporting issuers that are not investment funds. These reporting issuers are regulated by National
Instrument 51-102 Continuous Disclosure Obligations which came into force on March 30,
2004.
Purpose and Summary of the Companion Policy
The purpose of the Policy is to assist users in understanding and applying the Instrument and to
explain how we will interpret or apply certain provisions of the Instrument. It contains
discussion and explanations primarily relating to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

filing and delivery obligations under the Instrument
the requirements for financial statements under the Instrument
presentation of financial information
application of Canadian GAAP
auditors and the auditor’s reports
independent valuations
proxy voting disclosure
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the use of plain language in documents filed under the Instrument.

Summary of Written Comments Received by the CSA
During the comment period, we received 56 submissions on the 2002 Proposal. A summary of
the comments received, together with our responses, is contained in Appendix B to this notice.
We also conducted a survey of investors about what kind of information they would find useful
in investment fund reports. The survey results are also in Appendix B.
After reviewing the comments received and further considering the Instrument and Policy, we
are proposing a number of amendments to the 2002 Proposal.
Summary of Changes to the Proposed Instrument and Policy
See Appendix A for a description of the material changes made to the 2002 Proposal.
Anticipated Costs and Benefits
We believe that the considerations set out in the notice accompanying the 2002 Proposal that
justify any incremental costs of complying with the Instrument are still valid. We also believe
that the revisions to the Instrument should reduce its potential incremental cost, given the
decreased reporting and delivery requirements.
Related Amendments
National Amendments
Changes to the proposed amendments to National Instrument 81-101 Mutual Fund Prospectus
Disclosure (NI 81-101) are set out in Appendix C to this Notice.
Changes to the proposed amendments to National Instrument 81-102 Mutual Funds (NI 81-102)
are set out in Appendix D to this Notice.
Changes to the proposed amendments to National Instrument 13-101 System For Electronic
Document Analysis and Retrieval (SEDAR) (NI 13-101) are set out in Appendix E to this Notice.
The CSA is separately publishing for comment proposed amendments to Multilateral Instrument
81-104 Commodity Pools (MI 81-104) which are set out in Appendix F to this Notice; National
Instrument 51-102 Continuous Disclosure Obligations (NI 51-102) which are set out in
Appendix G to this Notice; and National Instrument 52-107 Acceptable Accounting Principles,
Auditing Standards and Reporting Currency (NI 52-107) which are set out in Appendix H to this
Notice.
The CSA is proposing to revoke National Instrument 54-102 Interim Financial Statement &
Report Exemption (NI 54-102) when the Instrument comes into force.
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Principles (NP 27), National Policy 31 Change of Auditor of a Reporting Issuer (NP 31),
National Policy 50 Reservations in an Auditor’s Report (NP 50), and National Policy 51
Changes in the Ending Date of a Financial Year and in Reporting Status (NP 51) when the
Instrument comes into force.
Local Amendments
We propose to amend or repeal elements of local securities legislation and securities directions,
in conjunction with the implementation of the Instrument. The provincial and territorial
securities regulatory authorities may publish, or may have published, these local changes or
proposed changes separately in their local jurisdictions.
Some jurisdictions will need to implement the Instrument using a local implementing rule.
Jurisdictions that must do so will separately publish the implementing rule.
Unpublished Materials
In proposing the Instrument, we have not relied on any significant unpublished study, report or
other written materials.
Request for Comments
We welcome your comments on the changes to, or this version of the Instrument, the Policy and
related amendments.
Please submit your comments on the Instrument, the Policy and the related amendments to NI
81-101, NI 81-102 and NI 13-101 in writing on or before July 27, 2004. Comments on the
proposed amendments to MI 81-104, NI 51-102 and NI 52-107, the proposed revocation of NI
54-102, and the proposed rescission of NP 27, NP 31, NP 50 and NP 51 must be submitted in
writing on or before August 26, 2004. (The comment period for local amendments or rules
varies. See Appendix I as applicable.) If you are not sending your comments by email, a
diskette containing the submissions (in Windows format, Word) should also be sent.
Address your submission to all of the CSA member commissions, as follows:
British Columbia Securities Commission
Alberta Securities Commission
Saskatchewan Financial Services Commission
Manitoba Securities Commission
Ontario Securities Commission
Autorité des marchés financiers
Office of the Administrator, New Brunswick
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Nova Scotia Securities Commission
Securities Commission of Newfoundland and Labrador
Registrar of Securities, Northwest Territories
Registrar of Securities, Yukon Territory
Registrar of Securities, Nunavut
Deliver your comments only to the addresses that follow. Your comments will be forwarded to
the remaining CSA member jurisdictions.
John Stevenson, Secretary
Ontario Securities Commission
20 Queen Street West
19th Floor, Box 55
Toronto, Ontario M5H 3S8
E- mail: jstevenson@osc.gov.on.ca
Anne-Marie Beaudoin
Directrice du secrétariat
Autorité des marchés financiers
Tour de la Bourse
800, square Victoria
C.P. 246, 22e étage
Montréal, Québec
H4Z 1G3
Fax: (514) 864-6381
e-mail: consultation-en-cours@lautorite.qc.ca
We cannot keep submissions confidential because securities legislation in certain provinces
requires publication of a summary of the written comments received during the comment period.
Questions
Please refer your questions to any of:
Raymond Chan
Accountant, Investment Funds
Ontario Securities Commission
Tel: (416) 593-8128
rchan@osc.gov.on.ca
Vera Nunes
Legal Counsel, Investment Funds
Ontario Securities Commission
Tel: (416) 593-2311
vnunes@osc.gov.on.ca

-6Irene Tsatsos
Senior Accountant, Investment Funds
Ontario Securities Commission
Tel: (416) 593-8223
itsatsos@osc.gov.on.ca
Noreen Bent
Manager and Senior Legal Counsel
British Columbia Securities Commission
Tel: (604) 899-6741
or 1-800-373-6393 (in B.C. and Alberta)
nbent@bcsc.bc.ca
Christopher Birchall
Senior Securities Analyst
British Columbia Securities Commission
Tel: (604) 899-6722
or 1-800-373-6393 (in B.C. and Alberta)
cbirchall@bcsc.bc.ca
Melinda Ando
Legal Counsel
Alberta Securities Commission
Tel: (403) 297-2079
melinda.ando@seccom.ab.ca
Bob Bouchard
Director, Corporate Finance and Chief Administrative Officer
Manitoba Securities Commission
Tel: (204) 945-2555
bbouchard@gov.mb.ca
Wayne Bridgeman
Senior Analyst, Corporate Finance
Manitoba Securities Commission
Tel: (204) 945-4905
wbridgeman@gov.mb.ca
Sylvie Anctil- Bavas
Spécialiste – expertise comptable
Service de la réglementation
Autorité des marchés financiers
Tel: (514) 395-0558, poste 2402
sylvie.anctil-bavas@lautorite.qc.ca

-7Jean Hébert
Analyste – Produits gérés et alternatifs
Direction du marché des capitaux
Autorité des marchés financiers
Tel: (514) 395-0558, poste 4477
jean.hebert@lautorite.qc.ca
The text of the proposed Rule, Form and Policy follows or can be found elsewhere on a CSA
member website.

May 28, 2004

APPENDIX A
SUMMARY OF CHANGES TO THE PROPOSED INSTRUMENT
The Rule
Part 1 Definitions and Applications
Section 1.1
• We have removed the definitions of “fair value” and “market value” from the Instrument.
Investment funds are to use the definitions of “fair value” and “market value” as set out in
the CICA Handbook.
•

We modified the definition of “current value” to indicate that investment funds should
always use market value, but when market value is unavailable, fair value can be applied.
With respect to the requirement to value restricted securities in accordance with section 13.4
of NI 81-102, we recognize that there are certain problems with this and have therefore
deleted this aspect of the definition until further study is completed in the area of valuation.
The Instrument also no longer specifically addresses the valuation of derivatives, which will
also be included in the proposed further study of valuation issues.

•

We have expanded the definition of “interim period” and added the definition of “transition
year”. These changes were required as a result of the addition of change in year–end
provisions to Part 2 of the Instrument.

•

We have replaced the term “significant change” with “material change”, but the concept has
not changed. The definition of manager in this context has been clarified to include persons
acting in a similar capacity to management. Consequential amendments will be made to NI
81-102, section 1.1 definitions and to sections 5.1(g), 5.6(1)(g), 5.7(d) and 15.9(2), as well as
to NI 81-102CP, to reflect these changes.

•

We have added a definition of “manager” and “group scholarship plan” as a result of
comments received.

•

We have deleted the definition of restricted shares as the restricted share disclosure
requirements in NI 51-102 no longer apply to investment funds.

•

There are two definitions of “non-redeemable investment fund”. The Rule contains the
definition proposed in the Uniform Securities Act (and included in NI 51-102) and the
definition currently used in Ontario (which is included for consistency with other proposed
changes to Ontario legislation). The two definitions are not intended to be substantively
different, and we intend them to apply to the same types of issuers. We are interested in your
comments on both definitions.
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Subsection 1.1 has also been revised to eliminate certain defined terms used in the Instrument
that have been defined in securities legislation elsewhere as set out in subsection 1.3(2) of the
Instrument. Also eliminated are certain defined terms that are no longer used in the
Instrument, such as “subject securities” and “formal valuation”.

Section 1.2
• The application provisions have been modified to indicate that in some jurisdictio ns, the
Instrument does not apply to investment funds that are non-reporting issuers.
Section 1.3
• We have removed subsections 1.3(3), (4) and (5) as “affiliates”, “subsidiaries” and “control
person or company” are no longer used in the Instrument.
Sections 2.6 to 2.8
• We have added sections 2.6 to 2.8 which discuss acceptable accounting principles,
acceptable auditing standards and acceptable auditors. These sections correspond to Part 3 of
NI 52-107.
Part 2 Annual Financial Statements and Part 3 Interim Financial Statements (Now Part 2 –
Financial Statements and Part 5 – Delivery of Financial Statements and Management Reports of
Fund Performance)
Sections 2.2(1) and 3.2(1) (now Part 5)
• We have maintained the requirement to deliver financial statements only on request.
However, we recognize that National Instrument 54-101 Communication with Beneficial
Owners of Securities of a Reporting Issuer (NI 54-101) is difficult to implement for
investment funds, so we have modified the delivery requirements. The Instrument now
proposes that an investment fund will send financial statements to investors in accordance
with instructions received or deemed to have been received from investors. These
instructions may come from standing instructions obtained the first time an investment fund
accepts a purchase order from an investor after this Instrument comes into force or from a
solicitation of current investors for standing instructions as to the delivery of these
documents going forward.
If the investment fund has received standing instructions, it must send an annual reminder to
those securityholders indicating their current election and instructions as to how to change
that election if they wish. Investment funds unable to follow this regime are required to
provide their investors with a request form each year asking them which documents, if any,
they wish to receive.
New Section 5.5 Web-sites
• We have also added the requirement that continuous disclosure documents be posted on an
investment fund’s web-site no later than the date the documents are filed to ensure that there
is additional access to the financial information.
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• We clarified the contents of the financial statements to require that only the statement of
investment portfolio is to be included in the financial statements, not the summary of
investment portfolio. The summary of investment portfolio is now part of the management
report of fund performance and the requirements have been modified to include only the top
25 investments.
Section 3.3(a) (now 2.3 (a))
• We amended this subsection with respect to the statement of net assets as at the end of an
interim period to reflect section 1751 of the CICA Handbook.
Section 3.4 (now 2.5)
• The Instrument now requires that the directors of an investment fund or the manager or
trustee of an investment fund approve both interim and annual financial statements rather
than just reviewing the interim statements. Part 17 of NI 81-102 will be repealed.
New Sections 2.9 Change in Year End and 2.10 Change in Legal Structure
• Part 2 of the Instrument has been amended to include provisions relating to changes in yearend. Section 4.8 of NI 51-102 is now applicable to investment funds with modifications to
address the investment fund issues that come out of only having six- month interim financial
statements rather than quarterly statements.
•

With respect to changes in corporate structure that will impact on an investment fund’s
continuous disclosure obligations, the Instrument now requires notice to securities authorities
of any change that would have the effect of changing the continuous disclosure obligations of
the investment fund.

New Section 2.11 Exemption and Requirements for Mutual Funds that are Non-Reporting
Issuers
• The Rule has been changed to clarify the filing and delivery requirements of financial
statements for “pooled funds” (mutual funds that are non-reporting issuers) in certain
jurisdictions. The Rule continues to impose the requirement to prepare and deliver financial
statements to investors of non-reporting mutual funds, but the requirement to file the
financial statements has been removed.
New Section 2.12 Disclosure of Auditor Review of Interim Financial Statements
• The Rule has been amended to require interim financial statements to be accompanied by a
notice if they have not been reviewed by the auditor. This requirement is consistent with
subsection 4.3(3) of NI 51-102.
Part 4 Financial Disclosure Requirements and Part 7 Specific Financial Statement
Requirements (Now Part 3 – Financial Disclosure Requirements)
•

To reflect the fact that the Instrument applies to investment funds that are not mutual funds,
disclosure requirements for short positions have been added to the various financial
statements.
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Subsections 4.4(4) 7 and 9 (now 3.5(6))
• We removed the requirement to disclose the credit rating of the counterparty.
Section 4.4 (now 3.5)
• We have moved the former definition of “designation” of a security to the statement of
investment portfolio and have clarified the minimum disclosure requirements for individual
securities of the investment fund.
•

New subsection 3.5(2) now establishes that disclosure of a long portfolio should be
segregated from the disclosure of the short portfolio.

Section 4.5 (now 3.3)
• New item 6 clarifies the disclosure of distributions in the statement of changes in net assets.
This disclosure should show, separately, distributions from net investment income, realized
gains on portfolio securities and return of capital.
Sections 7.2(1) and 7.3 (now 3.9 and 3.10)
• We removed the requirement to disclose the counterparty.
Part 5 Annual Management Report of Fund Performance and Part 6 Quarterly Management
Report of Fund Performance (Now Part 4 – Management Reports of Fund Performance)
•

Investment funds that are reporting issuers are now only required to prepare and file
management reports on a semi-annual basis, namely one annual and one interim report each
year. This is a significant change from the quarterly reporting originally contemplated by the
Instrument.

Sections 5.2 and 6.2 (now Part 5)
• We have maintained the requirement to deliver management reports of fund performance
only on request. However, we recognize that NI 54-101 is difficult to implement for
investment funds, so we have modified the delivery requirements. The delivery requirements
for the management reports of fund performance are the same as for financial statements.
New Section 4.3 Filing of Annual Management Reports of Fund Performance for an Investment
Fund that is a Group Scholarship Plan.
• We have modified the Instrument so that group scholarship plans will only be required to
prepare and file an annual management report of fund performance and not an interim
management report of fund performance.
Section 6.4 (now 4.5)
• The Instrument now requires that the directors of an investment fund or the manager or
trustee of an investment fund approve both interim and annual management reports of fund
performance rather than approving the annual reports and just reviewing the interim reports.
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•

This Part introduces the requirement that, on a quarterly basis, investment funds, with the
exception of group scholarship plans and non-reporting investment funds, prepare a summary
of investment portfolio and calculate the total net asset value of the fund. This information is
to be made available to investors on request. Investment funds must also post this
information on their web-site within 45 days of the end of the period to which the disclosure
applies. This requirement replaces the quarterly management report of fund performance.
However, we are of the view that certain information should be available to investors on a
more frequent basis than semi-annually. Section 7.5 of 81-101CP will be deleted.

Part 8 General Provisions (Now found in Part 3, Part 7 and Part 8)
Section 8.5 (now 3.12)
• The disclosure has been modified to provide greater detail of the information to be included
in the summary of scholarships and units outstanding. The Instrument now requires the
reconciliation of the total balances of the principal amounts and the accumulated income to
the statement of net assets and a reconciliation of the statement of scholarship awards to the
statement of operations. In addition if the plan has matured, it will have to provide a separate
statement or schedule describing the educational assistance payments paid per unit to
qualified beneficiaries under the plan.
Part 9 Formal Valuations (now found in Part 8 – Independent Valuations for Labour Sponsored
or Venture Capital Funds)
•

The determination of the independence of the valuator is now dealt with in the Policy rather
than in the Instrument.

•

The British Columbia Securities Commission is now proposing to participate in this part of
the Instrument. After further considering the relevant provincial legislation governing labour
sponsored funds in British Columbia, and assessing initiatives being considered by its
Ministry of Competition, Science and Enterprise, the BCSC believes that these proposals will
enhance labour sponsored fund disclosure and will provide BC investors with relevant
information about their investments. The Instrument will also apply to certain venture capital
corporations in British Columbia.

Part 10 Annual Information Form (now Part 9)
Section 10.1(2) (now 9.2)
• We have clarified this clause to limit the requirement to file an annual information form
(AIF) under this Instrument to those investment funds which are not currently in distribution
and which are not required by corporate law to hold an annual meeting of their
securityholders.
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•

The Instrument now requires an investment fund to establish policies and procedures it will
follow in determining whether and how to vote on any matter for which it has received proxy
materials. Investment funds will now be required to disclose, in their AIF, a summary of
their proxy voting policies and procedures and indicate how a complete copy of these
policies can be obtained. Investment funds will also be required to maintain a proxy voting
record on an annual basis and to make it available on request. After consultation with
industry, we are now proposing that funds disclose 100% of their proxy votes to
securityholders.

Part 13 Restricted Share Disclosure Requirements
•

This part has been deleted as the restricted share disclosure requirements in NI 51- 102 no
longer apply to investment funds.

New Part 14 – Calculation of Net Asset Value
•

The Instrument now provides guidance about the calculation of net asset value (NAV),
including frequency and reporting currency. This Part clarifies that the accounting principles
applied in calculating NAV must be in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles. A limited exemption (applicable in only some jurisdictions) from this requirement
is proposed for labour sponsored funds that have a deferred asset relating to past sales
commissions that have been paid out of fund assets. This exemption permits a labour
sponsored fund to continue to defer and amortize this deferred asset until the end of the
remaining amortization period. This Part provides guidance as to when portfolio and capital
transactions must be reflected in the calculation of the NAV. NI 81-102, Parts 13 and 17 and
81-102CP, Part 12 will be deleted.

New Part 15 – Calculation of Management Expense Ratio
•

This Part establishes the parameters as to how the management expense ratio (MER) must be
calculated and what may or may not be included in this calculation for disclosure purposes.
The Instrument also clarifies that if the MER is disclosed to the public, it must be calculated
in accordance with this Part.
The calculation of MER has been changed (from NI 81-102) so as to exclude all non-optional
fees, charges and expenses paid directly by investors in connection with the holding of
securities of the investment fund.
Consequential amendments were made to section 13.2 of 81-101F1 and section 1.1 of NI 81102, the definition of management expense ratio, to reflect these new requirements. Part 16
of NI 81-102 and Part 14 of 81-102CP will be deleted.
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Section 15.2(2) (now 7.2(2))
• The delivery requirement for documents requested has been changed from within three
business days of receipt of request to the later of the filing deadline and 10 days after receipt
of the request. This change is consistent with NI 51-102.
Part 16 Additional Filing Requirements and Part 17 Filing of Material Contracts (now Part 16)
•

The section on filing of material contracts has been amended to be consistent with NI 51-102.

New Section 16.3
• The Instrument now requires an investment fund to file a report with respect to any matters
voted on, following a securityholder meeting.
Part 18 Transition and Part 20 Effective Date (now Part 18 – Effective Date and Transitional)
New Sections 18.3 and 18.4
• With respect to shortening the timelines for filing, we are proposing to have a transitional
year where the timelines for the annual and interim financial statements and management
reports of fund performance will be 120 days after year end and 60 days after period end
respectively. The AIF filing requirement will be set at 120 days after year end.
New section 18.6
• This section establishes a deadline for the revocation of all prior exemptions granted with
respect to an investment fund’s continuous disclosure obligations that are inconsistent with
the Instrument.

The Form
Part A – Instructions and interpretation
Paragraph 5 (now paragraph (c))
• The Form no longer requires that the sections of the management reports be presented in the
order outlined in the Form. The only requirement is that the stipulated headings and
subheadings be used.
Part B – Content Requirements for Annual Management Report of Fund Performance
Item 1 – First Page Disclosure
• The first page disclosure has been modified to reflect changes in the Instrument.
Securityholders will now be informed as to how to obtain the investment fund’s proxy voting
record or quarterly portfolio disclosure, in addition to the financial statements and
management reports.
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•

We have removed the requirement to disclose changes in the results of operations of the
investment fund from the previous financial year as this is being provided elsewhere. Also
there will no longer be the requirement in the management reports to disclose a fund’s proxy
voting as this is to be provided for by other means.

•

The provision of forward- looking information is now optional.

Item 3 – Financial Highlights
•

In the Financial Highlights, we have now clarified that per unit values are to be calculated on
the basis of the weighted average units outstanding over the financial year.

•

Exchange-traded investment funds must provide their closing market price.

•

The number of investments held must now be disclosed.

•

Instructions have been added to provide guidance in determining the appropriate portfolio
turnover rate when an investment fund acquires the assets of another investment fund in
exchange for its own shares.

•

We have now provided a modified table of Financial Highlights for group scholarship plans
in order to provide information that is more relevant to their investors.

Item 4 – Past Performance
•

The Form now requires that where an investment fund holds short portfolio positions, the bar
chart should show separately the annual total returns for both long and short positions in
addition to the overall total return.

•

Investment funds are required to provide their best and worst returns for any six month
period. A discussion of the events surrounding these best and worst periods may be included
at the option of the investment fund.

•

In the annual compound returns table, investment funds are now required to include a broad
based securities market index and provide a discussion of the relative performance of the
fund to the index. At their discretion, investment funds may also include one or more
narrowly based market indices (or a blend of indices) for benchmarking purposes.

•

If an investment fund holds short positions, they must show separately the annual compound
returns for both the long and the short portfolio positions in addition to the overall annual
compound returns.
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With respect to group scholarship plans, year by year returns and annual compound returns
must now be calculated based on the group scholarship plan’s total portfolio adjusted for
cash flows.

Item 5 – Summary of Investment Portfolio
•

In response to the comments received, we have amended the Form requirements for the
summary of investment portfolio. Investment funds will now be required to disclose the top
25 long positions and the top 25 short positions held by the investment fund, expressed as a
percentage of the net assets of the investment fund. We have removed the 5% threshold
requirement.

Part C – Content Requirements for Interim Management Report of Fund Performance
Item 1 – First Page Disclosure
•

Front page disclosure requirements have been added. Securityholders will now have to be
informed of how to obtain the investment fund’s proxy voting record or quarterly portfolio
disclosure as well as the financial statements and management reports on the front page of
the interim reports.

The Policy
•

The Policy has been amended to reflect the changes to the Instrument. In particular:
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

the discussion of the interrelationship of the financial statements with Canadian
GAAP has been expanded to include a discussion of the impact that the new
Handbook section 1100 – Generally Accepted Accounting Principles has on
investment funds;
guidance has been added relating to the new delivery requirements in the
Instrument;
guidance has been added, including an appendix, to assist issuers in applying the
change in year-end provisions in the Instrument;
a discussion of incentive arrangements has been added;
a discussion of the proxy voting disclosure for securities held by the investment
fund has been added;
guidance has been provided for when the ne t asset value per security of the
investment fund is being published;
guidance has been added to assist in the calculation of the management expense
ratio.

The Policy clarifies the application of the Instrument to group scholarship plans and pooled
funds.

APPENDIX B

Summary of Public Comments on Proposed National Instrument 81-106 and Companion Policy
81-106CP

And

Final Report for Ontario Securities Commission dated May, 2003
Prepared by COMPAS Inc.

Summary of Public Comments on
Proposed National Instrument 81-106 and Companion Policy 81-106CP

Part I
Part II

Table of Contents
TITLE
Background
National Instrument 81-106 Investment Fund Continuous Disclosure

Part III

Other Comments

Summary of Comments
On September 20, 2002, the CSA published for comment National Instrument 81-106 Investment Fund Continuous Disclosure (NI 81-106 or the
Rule). The comment period expired on December 19, 2002. The CSA received submissions from the 56 commenters listed at the end of this table.
The CSA have considered the comments received and thank all commenters for providing their comments.
The questions contained in the CSA Notice to NI 81-106 (the original notice) and the comments received in response to them are summarized below.
The item numbers below correspond to the question numbers in the original Notice. Below the comments that respond to specific questions in the
original Notice, we have summarized numerous othe r comments on proposed NI 81-106.
The section references in this summary are to the sections in NI 81-106 as originally published.
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Comments
Comments in response to questions in the original
Notice

Responses

Question: Will the quarterly management reports of fund performance achieve the goals that they are intended to achieve?
Eight commentators told us that we needed to determine how
many investors would want to receive quarterly Management
Reports of Fund Performance and how much detail average
investors would want in such reports, bearing in mind the costs
involved. Three commenters suggested that investors were
currently not interested in receiving semi-annual financial
statements and by extrapolation would not be interested in
receiving the quarterly Management Reports of Fund
Performance.

The CSA commissioned Compas to conduct a survey of average
mutual fund investors across Canada. The details of that survey
follow this summary of public comments as part of Appendix B to
the CSA Notice. This survey found that investors on average (68%)
wanted to receive or have access to a report containing a written
analysis of how their fund as a whole had done, even with due
consideration to costs.

As one commenter observed however, investor disinterest in
disclosure material forwarded to them in the past may have
stemmed from investors not understanding the nature of the
documents that were being sent to them, the reason for the
delivery of those documents and what part of those documents
pertained to their particular investment.
Two commenters stated that they did not believe that the cost
benefit analysis justified the production of quarterly Management
Reports of Fund Performance.

The survey supported this comment. When investors were asked
whether they were satisfied with the mutual fund reports they
received, on average the investors expressed a relatively weak level
of satisfaction.

Seventeen commenters felt that the CSA had greatly
underestimated the time and cost of producing such reports.
These commenters felt that the added costs of translation, printing
and delivery of the management reports, aggregating fund proxy
voting information for quarterly reporting outweighed the
potential cost savings that would accrue from allowing investors
to choose whether they wished to receive a fund’s financial
statements and management reports.
Two commenters indicated that the costs associated with
quarterly production of these reports would increase fund

The CSA believes that the costs and other restrictions on the
activities of investment funds that will result from the Rule are
proportionate to the goal of timely, accurate and efficient disclosure
of information about investment funds. For more discussion of this,
see the section entitled Summary of Rule and Anticipated Costs and
Benefits in the original Notice. Furthermore, we have made a
number changes to the Rule in consideration of the comments we
received that we believe will reduce costs. For example, we have
moved from a quarterly reporting regime to semi-annual reporting.
We also note that larger funds already provide the portfolio
holdings and the performance figures on a regular basis.

Comments
Responses
expenses and put an upward pressure on MERs.
Question: Should there be more or less frequent disclosure of fund performance information and why?
Five commenters argued that there was no clear evidence that
investors would benefit from more frequent disclosure or any
justification for requiring the delivery of quarterly reports when
the interim financial statements were still filed only on a semiannual basis. In contrast, one commenter suggested that there
should be a minimum of quarterly reporting and the Management
Reports of Fund Performance should be filed within 10 business
days after the end of the financial quarter.

We recognize that “current” types of information such as financial
highlights, the top 10 holdings and performance data don’t belong
in the prospectus disclosure, which funds update only on an annual
basis and so is stale-dated for most of the year. We also believe that
current investors and not just new investors should have access to
this information on a regular basis.
We also agreed with the twelve comments we received,
recommending only semi-annual and annual Management Reports
of Fund Performance.
In addition to these semi-annual and annual reports, we will require
funds to prepare a quarterly reporting of their portfolio holdings
and their total NAV. We will not require them to file this
information, but only to post it on their web site and make it
available upon request.
The Compas survey also supported a semi-annual reporting regime.

Two commenters were concerned that 45 days would not be a
sufficient amount of time to produce management reports if they
were to be based on quarterly financial statements. A number of
commenters anticipated difficulties for the publicly offered fund
of funds especially where the underlying funds were not subject
to the same reporting requirements or had different year-ends.
Commentators expressed the view that quarterly Management
Reports of Fund Performance might be disadvantageous to funds
for a number of reasons:
•

•

Six commenters suggested that quarterly Management
Reports of Fund Performances would promote and encourage
“front-running/ “free-riding” by sophisticated fund outsiders.

This concern about abusive practices arose largely because of the
quarterly disclosure of portfolio holdings proposals. We discuss
this later with the comments concerning that specific issue.

Four commenters stated that if the Rule caused foreign sub4

•

•

Comments
Responses
advisers to make more frequent or detailed disclosure in Because the United States, home jurisdiction of the majority of
Canada than they would in their respective local jurisdiction, foreign advisers, currently requires quarterly reporting of portfolio
they might be reluctant to advise Canadian funds.
holdings and will be requiring semi-annual shareholder reports with
Management Discussion and Analysis disclosure, the CSA does not
believe that this will be a material concern.
Eleven commenters were concerned that the increased
The CSA expects fund advisors and their managers to act in the
frequency of disclosure could promote an inappropriate
bias towards short -term performance and market timing, best interest of investors at all times and not be swayed by
inappropriate considerations.
with portfolio advisors’ taking inappropriate risks in
order to show good quarterly performances even if those
positions would be detrimental to the funds’ medium and
long term performance.
Two commenters stated that this requirement for frequent
disclosure by the fund manager fails to address the fact that
advisors and investors are more concerned with the manager’s
strategic approach, than with the short-term adjustments they
make to their portfolios.

Two commenters felt that a quarter was too short to assess a
fund’s track record.

The CSA believes that the Management Discussion and Analysis
and much of the other disclosure provided in the Management
Reports of Fund Performance is a real opportunity for funds to
provide investors with greater insight into a manager’s strategic
approach, as it translates in practice.
We agree, and as stated have moved to semi- annual reporting.

Question: Should there be quarterly reporting of management reports for all investment funds?
Commenters felt that that the CSA should exempt the following As one commenter stated, and we agree, many investors who invest
fundsfrom the requirement to issue quarterly management in mutual funds also invest in a broader array of investment fund
reports:
products. As a principle, the CSA believes that all investment funds
have a similar reporting regime. In the Compas survey, investors
indicated that what they desire is consistency, so they can compare
• Index funds. Two commenters felt that index mutual funds
the performance of different investment funds. The Rule only
that track broad, widely recognized indices do not need the
same mandated level of disclosure for investors to understand requires disclosure of material facts. This should make this
reporting less burdensome.
their investments as would be required of active funds. The
proposed disclosure regime, they state, introduces additional
Some CSA members agree that investment funds that are
costs without adding any real value.
distributed using exemptions should be treated differently than
more conventional investment funds. The requirements in the rule
• Issuers of asset-backed securities and split share and other
will not apply to investment funds in these provinces, including
similar products. One commenter thought that the policy
British Columbia, Alberta, Manitoba, and Newfoundland and
5
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rationale behind the disclosure requirements for other
investment funds is not necessarily applicable to these passive
flow-through vehicles.
• Investment funds distributed in the exempt market. Four
commenters thought that given that investors in these
products have different continuous disclosure needs and
better access to financial information than retail investors,
these investors should be allowed to make investment
decisions based on agreed upon, rather than imposed,
continuous disclosure.
One commenter felt that Labour Sponsored or Venture Capital
Fund (LSIF) investors would not find the information mandated
in the Management Reports of Fund Performance helpful because
of the timing of the most investments in LSIFs, and limits on the
entitlement to tax benefits associated with these investments.

Responses
British Columbia, Alberta, Manitoba, and Newfoundland and
Labrador.

While investors in LSIFs may find themselves constrained in their
investment decisions because of incentives to adhere to a particular
investment pattern, we don’t believe this means that investors in
LSIFs should not have that information available to them.

Question: Does the proposed type of information allow an investor or an adviser to make informed investment decisions?

We will make the proposed amendments to NI 81-101.
Four commenters welcomed the introduction of Management
Reports Of Fund Performance, provided that the proposed
amendment to NI 81-101 removes the financial highlights, top 10
holdings and performance data from the simplified prospectus.
We decided to place the risk profile discussion, and the investment
objective, in the Management Reports of Fund Performance as a
reminder for investors. We believe this information helps to put the
commentary on performance in perspective.
The preferred length is a guideline. It is not mandatory.
One commenter thought that the financial statement disclosure, in
particular, the financial highlights and summary of investment
portfolio contained significant duplication and redundancy.

We have eliminated the duplication.

6

Comments
Two commenters suggested that we should also include the
following items in the Management Reports of Fund
Performance:

Responses

•

A statement of investment portfolio and not just a
summary of investment portfolio;

This information will be provided twice a year in the financial
statements.

•

The role of a governance agency to approve financial
statements prior to release;

The Rule requires approval of financial statements prior to release.
Most governance issues are dealt with in an investment fund’s
annual information form.

•

Comparison of pre-tax returns to the applicable total return
benchmark index and category quartile ratings over the
performance measurement periods required by regulation;

Because most mutual funds distribute income and do not pay
income tax, most funds are comparable to a benchmark index. The
CSA does not believe that it is appropriate to include category
quartile ratings in the Management Reports of Fund Performance
because they are not standardized. Interested investors can always
obtain this information from other sources.

•

Current and historical (5 years) brokerage commissions
(ideally these would be part of MER calculation) in tabular
form along with other financial metrics;

Brokerage commissions are disclosed in the notes to the financial
statements. We do not believe that they belong in the MER.

•

Formal exp lanation of any litigation or material conflict of
interest breaches. This commenter’s experience has been that
mutual fund companies do not disclose what actions, if any,
they are taking on behalf of unitholders via moral suasion,
share voting, class actions or otherwise, to recover losses due
to fraud;

Litigation matters are already required by GAAP. Conflicts that
directly relate to the fund manager are already disclosed in the
annual information form

•

Ethics policy, governance policy and share voting policies
disclosed upon request;

We will be amending the annual information form to require the
disclosure of proxy voting policies. Funds must already disclosure
their ethics and governance policies in the annual information form.

•

Information on portfolio manager (such as name(s) and
professional credentials and tenure with the fund), the
compliance officer, governance committee members and the
lead external auditor (such as names and contact information)

The annual information form already includes most of this
disclosure.
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•

disclosure of the extent to which funds take into consideration
social, environmental, ethical and labour rights when making
investment decisions.

Four commenters believe that the proposed disclosure in the
Management Reports of Fund Performance will be outdated by
the time it reaches the investors’ hands. They noted that investors
could easily access the same information on a timelier manner.
Sometimes for a small cost, every month, investors can have
access to performance surveys, risk measures, MERs and
independent commentary or independent web-sites that permit
them to screen mutual funds on a variety of criteria.

One commenter was concerned that some of the proposed
content may well be too sophisticated even for the
experienced investor.
One commenter asked the CSA to complete the initiative to
amend fund of funds regulation before finalizing the Rule. Under
the current rules, it was felt that it would be extremely difficult
for a top fund manager to prepare a meaningful Management
Report of Fund Performance.
Four commenters raised questions with respect to the reporting
requirements for funds of funds. The commenters sought
guidance as to whether the level of reporting would be at the top
fund level or at the level of the underlying funds. Commenters
inquired into whether third party fund companies would be
obligated to provide top funds with the required information
regardless of whether or not their reporting periods coincide with

Responses
The investment objective and strategies of a fund is disclosed in the
simplified prospectus and the Management Report of Fund
Performance. If these issues are relevant to the fund’s investment
objectives, then the fund should provide this disclosure. To the
extent that these issues are material considerations when making
investment decisions, funds will have to determine whether
disclosure is required based on that materiality.
The CSA believes that the manager should be responsible for
providing this type of information and for the accuracy of such
information. Investors indicated in the Compas survey that they
want to receive some information from the fund manager. We
would not discourage investors from also learning to utilize other
sources of information as part of investor education.

We are encouraging filers to be concise and relevant in their
reporting and have suggested guidelines as to the length of these
reports. The threshold is based on materiality and interim reports
should note only changes from the previous annual report.
The management report of fund performance was designed to
provide information that is relevant and useful to investors of
various levels of experience.
The fund of fund amendments are now in force.
With respect to clone funds and branded funds, their management
discussion of fund performance can refer to or copy the material of
the bottom fund with financial highlights and MER etc. specific to
the top fund. We ha ve made no change to the requirements for
regular fund of fund structures.
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Responses

that of the top fund.

Question: Does the Rule meet the needs of the users of the financial statements?

Several commenters asked the CSA to reconsider some of the
proposed content of the financial statements, such as the financial
highlights disclosures, for limited partnerships and hedge funds
on the basis that they are only relevant for investors in
conventional mutual funds.

Some jurisdictions have excluded mutual funds that are not
reporting issuers (pooled funds) from the rule entirely. In other
jurisdictions, pooled funds have now been excluded from the
requirement to publicly file their financial statements.
The CSA generally considers this information to be important to all
investors.. We have excluded privately held funds from this
disclosure.

Question: Does the amount of detail provided in the proposed National Instrument assist with the preparation, consistency and
comparability of the financial statements?
Question: Is the proposed National Instrument too detailed? Is more detail or specific di rection necessary?
Eight commenters suggested that the details in a fund’s financial
statements should be based on the “materiality” concept in
Canadian GAAP. Five commenters thought that proposed
additional line items were not needed.
One commenter reminded the CSA that the term “material” is
difficult to interpret and sought further guidance.

One commenter stated that the comparative information should
be consistent with Canadian GAAP.

We received several comments supporting our direction.
Mandatory details provide standardization, and this we believe will
improve consistency and comparability between investment
vehicles.
The Companion Policy now includes additional guidance on the
concept of “material” in the context of both the financial statements
and the management reports. We have also removed the 5%
threshold requirements for financial statement line items and have
tried to emp hasize, as much as possible, the qualitative aspect of
materiality.
We have made sure that the Rule is consistent with Canadian
GAAP.
9
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Two commenters suggested that highlights be eliminated from
financial statements and only appear in the management reports.

We have made this change.

One commenter was of the opinion that there are many
deficiencies in Canadian GAAP compared to U.S. GAAP.

The Rule will provide clarification, based on fundamental
accounting principles, for those areas where Canadian GAAP and
the CICA Handbook are silent. While we will from time to time
refer to U.S. GAAP for information, Canadian fund issuers will use
Canadian GAAP only.

One commentator suggested that the “Notes to Financial
Statements” for each series or class must disclose:
• the sales charge as a percentage of the purchase amount;
• the maximum management fee as a percentage of the net
asset value of the class or serie s;
• the actual management fee as a percentage of the net asset
value of the class or series;
• the method used to calculate the management fee;
• the trailer fee paid to dealers as a percentage of the net asset
value of the class or series;
• the method used to calculate the trailer fee;
• the incentive or performance fee paid to management as a
percentage of the net asset value of the class or series; and
• the method used to calculate the incentive or performance
fee.

All of the suggested disclosure can be found either in the simplified
prospectus, or can be determined from the content of the financial
statements. For items such as the management fees and incentive
fees calculations, the basis of these calculations should be disclosed
in the notes to the financial statements .

Six commenters thought that a Summary Statement of Investment
Portfolio would be more useful, than a Statement of Investment
Portfolio and that the requirement of two statements was
redundant.

We acknowledge that there is overlap in the portfolio disclosure
requirements. We have reduced much of the redundancy in our
revised Rule, however, the complete statement and the summary
statement are necessary, as they are in different reports, and
investors may request one, but no t the other.

10
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Question: The majority of investment funds currently prepare and file six-month interim financial statements. Should all investment
funds be required to prepare and file quarterly financial statements in addition to the proposed quarterly management reports of
fund performance?
We received several comments suggesting that investment funds
should not be required to prepare and file quarterly financial
statements for the following reasons:
•

Section 1751 of the CICA Handbook imposes significant
amount of reporting requirements for interim financial
statements.

•

regardless whether quarterly financial statements are
technically required the content of such statements would be
needed for preparing and supporting quarterly management
reports.

While a few commenters supported the idea of increased reporting
frequency, underscoring the importance of timely delivery of
information, the majority of the comments were opposed to
quarterly interim financial statements. As a result we will not be
proposing such requirements. We believe the introduction of the
quarterly portfolio disclosures will address the issue of timely
delivery of that information.

investors are not interested in receiving interim financial
statements.
•

may not be useful or practical in longer term funds, such as
labour sponsored funds and funds that have a guarantee
feature after a minimum period that are similar to segregated
funds.

One commenter questioned the practical benefits of disclosing of
risk/volatility for investors as such information is backwards
looking and has limited practical utility. Two commenters agreed
that some disclosures of longer term risk and volatility is
appropriate (e.g. One year, three and five years).

We believe that some disclosure of risk and volatility information is
important, as an investment’s return is a function of risk and
volatility. As one commenter observed, information on
performance as well as risk is significant for the analysis and
assessment on an investment based on the risk tolerance, time
horizon and other investment needs of a particular investor. We
believe that it is important that there be consistent and meaningful
presentation of such information if it is to serve its intended
purpose.

There were also those commenters who believed that the current

The lack of consensus on risk and volatility disclosure is one of the
11
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disclosure contained in a simplified prospectus is already
sufficient. Another suggested that as there was a lack of industry
and academic consensus on risk and volatility disclosures, no
particular disclosure should be required. Several commenters
thought that any additional disclosure would only confuse
investors.

One commenter stated that any performance information such as
year by year returns or annual compound returns is more useful if
provided in the context of a benchmark. Without a benchmark,
such disclosure could mislead investors as to the true
performance of a fund.
Another commenter supported the correlation disclosure of a fund
to a benchmark index, as the commenter felt that the correlation
information would be useful to determine whether a fund
manager was a “closet indexer”. Another commenter thought that
the correlation calculation may be difficult to obtain and that
comparison to a benchmark index would become mo re complex
and less relevant in situations where a fund’s investments are
across different indexes.

Responses
reasons why we developed a minimum standard for such
disclosure. One commenter suggested that there should be an
industry committee created to consider and to establish a
standardized approach in measuring risk and volatility for mutual
funds as well as an emphasis placed on investor educatio n. We see
both of these suggestions as compatible with the direction we have
taken on this issue and would encourage these initiatives.

We agreed with the comments that a comparison to a benchmark is
beneficial to investors only if there is a standard to determine which
indexes should be used.
In the Rule we expect the Management Reports of Fund
Performance to include a discussion of a fund’s performance when
compared to relevant benchmarks. Details of this discussion will
vary based on the investment objectives of different funds.

Finally, one commenter pointed out that there is no relevant
benchmark index for labour sponsored venture funds.
Although one commenter supported mandatory disclosure of a
fund's best and worst quarter returns, five commenters questioned
the effectiveness of reporting a fund’s best and worst quarter
without providing an overview of the general market condition at
the time. These commenters believed that a fund would need to
give a detailed explanation of the circumstances.
One commenter suggested the following items would be useful
for investors:
•

A fund’s highest and lowest net asset values per share/unit
for each class or series of the fund’s securities, and the

In the Rule, we are proposing that a fund disclose the best and
worst six month periods so as to provide some volatility
information to investors. However, we leave the decision of
whether to explain the best or worst periods up to the fund issuers.

We believe that our proposal to disclose the best and worst six
month periods will provide similar volatility information, as would
disclosure of the highest or lowest net asset values.
12
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dates on which they occurred, for each of the five
disclosure of the highest or lowest net asset values.
previous financial years ending with the date of the report;
•

Average trailing price-to-earnings (P/E) ratio and the
price-to-book (P/B) ratio for an equity fund, the disclosure
of the average duration for a bond fund, the disclosure of
the average trailing P/E and P/B ratios for the equity
component of a balanced fund, and the disclosure of the
average duration for the bond component of a balanced
fund, all as of the date of the report.

We understand that information on a fund’s average trailing P/E
and P/B ratios, as well as duration, depending on the fund’s
investment objective, could be useful for investors to assess the
fund’s risk profile. However, we feel that mandating such
disclosure would result in a significant reporting burden.
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1.1

Issues
Definitions

Comments

“fair value” and “market value” –
One commenter felt it was unclear how the sale concept to
establish the value of a liability would work in all cases.
Another commenter asked the CSA to amend the definitions
of “fair value” and “market value” to acknowledge the
obligations with respect to valuation of Employee Venture
Capital Funds should a province prescribe a method for
establishing value of such assets. The commenter proposed
that the CSA to add the following to the definitions: “or in
the case of employee venture capital funds, means the value
established in accordance with the valuation methods and
principles prescribed by statute or regulation or set out under
its employee venture capital plan.”

Responses

The specific definitions of “fair value” and “market
value” in the Rule have been removed. The Accounting
Standards Board of the Candian Institute of Chartered
Accountants (CICA) recently issued accounting
guideline AcG-18 Investment Companies which requires
all investments to be “fair valued”. The Rule requires
that investment funds prepare their financial statements
in accordance with GAAP.

“investment fund” and “non-redeemable investment
fund”
One commenter raised concerns regarding the Rule’s
application to the Community Small Business Investment
Funds "CSBIFs". The commenter noted to the fact that the
CSBIFs are generally funds with a very small number of
institutional investors who are capable of bargaining for the
level of financial disclosure that they wish to receive and that
the CSBIFs are not available for sale to the public.
Accordingly, the commenter asked the CSA to confirm that
the Rule is not intended to apply to such entities.
One commenter asked for clarification with respect to the
use of the terms “investment portfolio” and “portfolio
investments” as there was concern that the terms are being
used interchangeably. “Investment portfolio” would include
all investments, including a venture portfolio, whereas
“portfolio investments” would be a smaller subset of

We have clarified how these terms are used.
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investments, essentially money that is waiting to be invested
in venture investments.
One commenter pointed out that the definition of
“management fees” precludes the concept of an “allinclusive” fee.
One commenter suggested that we should define the term
"Material Information".

We have provided a discussion of materiality in the
Form.

One commentator noted that the problems with determining
“current value ” in certain circumstances were discussed at
length with IFIC’s Fair Valuing Working Group.
Accordingly, the commenter disagreed with the need to
prescribe the manner of valuation, as it does not provide
flexibility to allow companies to calculate what they deem to
be “fair value”.

The Rule requires that the investment fund be valued at
“current value”. The definition of “current value” sets
out alternatives for valuing different financial
instruments. We have removed the definitions of “fair
value” and “market value” from the Rule. Investment
funds are to use the definitions of “fair value” and
“market value” as set out in the CICA Handbook. The
definition of “current value” is consistent with the
requirement to “fair value” under GAAP.

One commenter complained that the definition of “current
value” was unworkable in the context of private company
securities that have no reported quotation or obvious market
value and for which the time remaining until they become
“unrestricted” is unknown.

We have removed the requirement to value restricted
securities in accordance with section 13.4 of NI 81-102.
The CSA recognize that there are certain problems with
this definition and have removed this section until further
study is completed in the area of valuation. The study of
investment valuation is the second phase of the NI 81106 project.

Another commenter pointed out that the use of current value
would be a departure from their current accounting policy
where “investments are carried at cost or amortized cost”
such that realized gains and losses are deferred and
amortized to income over five years. These unrealized gains
and losses are not recognized in the carrying value of the
investments in Scholarship Plans but are instead disclosed in
the notes to their financial statements.

Investment funds are reminded that section 1100 of the
CICA Handbook has removed “industry practice” from
the definition of GAAP. The ACSB exposure draft
“Investment Companies” requires entities that meet the
definition of “investment company” to value their
investments at “fair value”. Financial statements
prepared under the Rule must be prepared in accordance
with GAAP.

The same commenter was concerned that if the inve stments
in the Scholarship Plans were to be reported at current value,
this policy change would lead to volatility in earnings from

The Rule will be in accordance with GAAP. The CSA
believes that investments should be reported at current
value and notes that there are other funds that have a 15
long
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this policy change would lead to volatility in earnings from
operations, It was felt that given the long-term nature of the
investment programs associated with Scholarship Plans, the
accounting policy and disclosure currently in place would
present more meaningful disclosure for investors.

value and notes that there are other funds that have a long
term focus that report at current value.

One commenter stated that the references to “net asset
value” did not work for hedge funds that contain long and
short positions. The commenter suggested that long and
short positions be treated separately.

We have added disclosure requirements for short
positions and have kept the requirement to disclose the
overall NAV as we believe that this would still be useful
for investors in these products.

One commenter was concerned that the disclosure of each
portfolio company at “fair value” would greatly disadvantage
the fund and the private companies in which the fund
invested. The preference was to group the fund’s venture
investments, as the fund deemed appropriate and provide
disclosure with an aggregate adjustment from cost to current
value for each group.

1.2(5)

Application

One commenter asked for of the reason for excluding BC
entities from the requirements of Part 9 of the Rule.

1.3(1)

Interpretation

s.1.3(4)
s. 2.1

Interpretation
Filing of Annual
and Interim
Financial
Statements

One commenter asked for further clarification on multi-class
interpretation between sections.
A significant number of commenters expressed concerns
over the proposed timelines for financial statements filings.
Eight commenters asked the CSA to maintain all current
timelines. Four commenters asked the CSA to maintain the
current 60 days for the semi- annuals and the quarterly
Management Reports of Fund Performance.

GAAP requires fair value. However, as a proxy for the
fair value disclosure and to provide investors with a
certain level of assurance and transparency, labour
sponsored funds are permitted to show their “venture
investments” at cost with an aggregate portfolio
adjustment to “fair value” provided that an annual
independent valuation is performed. An individual or
company that is not related or associated with the
investment fund must perform the independent valuation.

National Instrument 51-102 – Continuous Disclosure
Obligations, which comes into force shortly, also
shortens the reporting timelines. We will be consistent
with that rule, and continue to propose 90 and 45 day
reporting periods for annual and interim financial
statements and management reports.

Four commenters stated that investors do not generally use
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financial statements in making informed investment
decisions and the CSA should only to expedite the delivery
of information that the investors actually use and consider in
making investment decisions. Two commenters voiced
concerns that the shortened timeframes might cause the
quality of financial reporting to suffer with little or no
corresponding benefits.

s. 2.1

Filing of Annual
and Interim
Financial
Statements

With respect to LSIFs, two commenters felt that the
shortening the delivery period by 15 days was irrelevant in
monitoring an investment with an eight year time horizon
and would provide no meaningful benefit to LSIF investors.
They thought that the tighter deadlines would only mean
added costs that would be passed on to LSIF shareholders,
particularly since many LSIFs outsource back-office and
administrative functions that are commonly delivered inhouse by traditional mutual fund managers.
Commenters stated that a significant amount of the work that
is required in preparing and delivering the actual statements
has been largely out-sourced to parties unrelated to fund
managers and over whom fund companies would have no
direct control. As a result, twenty commenters found the
proposed timelines aggressive and unrealistic.
One commenter suggested the CSA consult
suppliers/vendors of related service providers to fund
companies, such as auditors, printers, mail and post
companies, to determine if shorter timelines across the entire
industry are realistic. Three commenters though that their
auditors might not be able to complete the necessary audit
work within the proposed time frames. Two commenters
thought the proposed timeline would create additional
pressure and pose problems for the translation of English
based financial statements to French and other languages.
Another commenter pointed out that the proposed timelines
make the filing requirements consistent between investment
fund issuers and other reporting issuers and noted that this

Responses

We do not expect that these shortened timelines should
significantly increase financial statements preparation
costs.

We believe that in an environment that increasingly
demands, and is capable of furnishing more timely
information, the current filing deadlines are inadequate.
We understand that there will be transitional issues
arising from the shortened filing timelines. Four of the
commenters who supported the proposed timelines also
suggested we have a transitional period to allow funds to
adjust to the new reporting requirements. Five
commenters suggested that the transitional timelines be
120 days and 60 days for annual and interim financial
statements respectively
After careful consideration of all relevant comments, we
are proposing to have a transitional year where the filing
deadlines for the first year of annual and interim financial
statements is 120 days and 60 days respectively. Based
on our understanding of the industry and our consultation
with relevant third party service providers, we believe
that the proposed timelines are reasonable and
achievable. The demand for timelier financial reporting
is evident in the move by other regulatory bodies to
shorten timelines. We believe that a full transitional year
17
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would likely put considerable operational strain on fund
managers.

Responses

shorten timelines. We believe that a full transitional year
will allow the fund industry to make necessary changes
to meet the proposed timelines.

2.1 and
3.1

Filing of Annual
and Interim
Financial
Statements

One commenter suggested that we can help the industry meet The Rule requires that investment fund send materials to
the proposed filing timeline by removing the simultaneous
securityholders no later than ten days after filing.
delivery requirement for the respective financial statements
to securityholders, and to allow for electronic dissemination
(i.e. email or web-site) of the financial statements and
management reports to investors.

2.2 and
3.2

Delivery of
Annual and
Interim Financial
Statements
Annual
Solicitation of
Investor
Preferences

One commenter proposed that the subsection should read “at
no direct cost to the shareholder”

We have clarified the delivery requirements.

Twelve commenters strongly supported the fundamental
change proposed in the Rule since it gave the investor the
choice to receive any or all of a fund’s financial statements
and Management Reports of Fund Performance. Two
commenters submitted that there should be no change in the
delivery of the materials unless the recipient expressly asked
for the change. They thought that a change by default (i.e. in
the absence of a response) was not appropriate.

The CSA agrees that mandatory delivery of financial
statements to all securityholders, whether or not they
wish to receive them, is not necessary. At the same time,
we believe that reporting issuers should consult their
securityholders as to their wishes. For this reason, we are
continuing to require delivery only on request, but
requiring reporting issuers to either provide their
securityholders with a request form each year, or if they
have standing instructions from securityholders, to send a
reminder each year indicating the securityholder’s
current election and instructions as to how to change that
election if they wish.

2.2(1)

This approach reflects advancements in technology and
communication (including the SEDAR website) since the
introduction of the requirement to deliver. It will also
eliminate the unnecessary paper delivery of information
by requiring delivery only to securityholders that indicate
they want paper copies.
The Compas survey found that fifty-two percent of
investors thought that annual financials and reports
should only be mailed if requested, taking into account
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the costs and appreciating that this information is all
posted on the internet and available by other means.
Forty-five percent of investors felt that annual financials
and reports should be automatically mailed out to all
fund holders because these reports were important for
fund holders to have.
2.2(1)

Annual
Solicitation of
Investor
Preferences

One commenter cautioned that if we require printing and
distribution of financial documents to shareholders and other
stakeholders only on a ‘demand’ basis, it would lead to a loss
of over 1,150 (50% of 2,300) Canadian jobs.

We note that another commenter for the printing industry
recognized that keeping administrative costs to a
minimum is a priority for the mutual fund industry and
investors. This commenter supports the Rule despite the
fact that it would result in less print manufacturing for its
members and the industry at large.

2.2(1)
and(2)

Annual
Solicitation of
Investor
Preferences

Eight commenters noted the inconsistencies between the
delivery requirements under NI 81-106 and those of NI 54101. Six commenters suggested that we should only require
investment funds to send the request form to the beneficial
owners of its securities in accordance with the requirements
of NI 54-101 that say, "provided that an investment fund
shall not send the request form to beneficial owners who
have declined in accordance with NI 54-101 to receive
financial statements and annual reports."

It is anticipated that invest funds would canvass current
securityholders as to their election during the mailing of
the first year’s Management Reports of Fund
Performances and financial statements. Funds would then
follow this up with the annual reminder, advising
investors of their current electio n and indicating what
they would need to do if they wished to change that
election. We believe that this would address the current
cost issues under NI 54-101, with fund companies
obtaining an updated objecting beneficial owners list
annually, and would also address the concerns raised
about NI 54-101 concerning the requirement in some
circumstances for objecting beneficial owners to have to
pay for receiving certain materials.

Two commenters said that there should be no regulatory
constraints imposed upon the choice of solicitation vehicle,
whether it is in the annual statement, a separate mailing or
otherwise to reduce the costs that would be associated with a
separate ‘request form’.
One commenter expressed concern that beneficial owners
who choose to receive materials (whether an objecting
beneficial owner or a non-objecting beneficial owner) might
never receive a request form, because many investment fund
companies did not mail to beneficial owners every year.
There was also concern that objecting beneficial owners may
never receive a request form if they are not prepared to pay
to receive materials and neither the issuer nor the

In the Compas survey when asked to suppose annual
statements and reports were mailed only if requested, and
whether mutual funds should have to tell fund investors
that they can ask for these reports to be mailed to them,
sixty- four percent of investors said that mutual funds
should have to tell investors this every year. Thirty-one
percent said that mutual funds should only have to advise
investors of this at the time of their investment.
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intermediary has volunteered to do so. They suggested that
the Rule could resolve this, by requiring annual solicitation
of investor preferences.
On the converse side one commenter noted that if this
section were left as is, despite their request not to receive
annual financials statements under NI 54-101, investors
holding mutual funds securities through a dealer would,
nevertheless, receive an annual solicitation form.
2.2(1)

2.2.(3)

Delivery

2.2(4)

Delivery

One commenter stated that the section required the mailing
of a request form for financial statements for the current
financial year. The commenter requested an exemption from
this requirement or in the alternative, a modification of the
form so that it would relate to receiving financial statements
for the following financial year thereby allowing the issuer to
have only one shareho lder mailing per year.

We have rectified this problem.

One commenter proposed that this section should define
“return delivery options” and “returning a completed
request” should allow for 1-800/web-based replies
exclusively. The commenter sought further clarification on
the application of this section to new clients.
One commenter suggested that the Rule be amended such
that the delivery of financial statements to either SEDAR, or
investment fund’s web-site would satisfy both filing &
delivery requirements, while a paper copy would be
available only upon request.

The CSA view is that delivery options cannot be limited
to only telephone or web-based options. There are still
investors who either do not have a computer or are not
comfortable using these technologies.

One commenter however expressed concern that the
disclosure of financial information would ultimately suffer
because the Rule is proposing to displace a proven and
accepted communication vehicle with a passive electronic
source too rapidly.

The CSA believes that the requirement in the Rule to
only deliver financial statements and Management
Reports of Fund Performance on request is an adequate
substitute for the access equals delivery proposal.
Shareholders will likely only request copies of the
financial statements and Management Reports of Fund
Performance if they do not have convenient Internet
access or are unable or unwilling to download or print
disclosure from the Internet.
The Compas survey found that sixty percent of fund
holders never visit fund web-sites. It would not be
appropriate to apply an “access equals delivery”
approach to those shareholders.
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It would also not be sufficient to file on SEDAR
exclusively as the public is still not aware of SEDAR,
and those that are aware of the site do not use it a great
deal. According to the Compas survey, eighty- nine
percent of the surveyed investors are not aware of
SEDAR. Among the investors that are aware of the site,
forty percent have never visited it.
2.2(4)

Delivery

One commenter advocated that the Rule should allow for the
electronic delivery of information for investors that choose
to receive it in that manner.

As indicated in the Companion Policy, a fund can use
electronic delivery if it follows the requirements of
National Policy 11-201.

2.3(1)
(d) and
3.3.(d)

Contents of
Annual/Interim
Financial
Statements

Two commenters recommended this new statement replace
the statement of investment portfolio rather than supplement
it. Moreover, the commenters suggested that the disclosure
of portfolio holdings should be limited to the top 10 holdings
of the portfolio plus any holding that exceeds 5% of portfolio
value.

We have changed the contents of the financial statements
to require that only the complete statement of investment
portfolio be included in the financial statements. The
summary of investment portfolio is part of the
management report of fund performance and the
requirements have been modified to include only the top
25 long and short positions.

2.3(1)
(g) and
3.3 (g)

Contents of
Annual/Interim
Financial
Statements

One commenter submitted that imposing prescriptive format
requirements on financial statements was contrary to the
evolutionary nature of GAAP. Instead, the financ ial
statements should be flexible as long as they are not
inconsistent with management reports.

The financial statement requirements set out in the Rule
are similar but shorter to the requirements currently set
out in Regulation 1015 of the Securities Act (Ontario)
and in most other provinces. They are also consistent
with the CICA research report “Financial Reporting by
Investment Funds”, and with the Handbook.

2.4(2)

Approval of
Annual Financial
Statements

One commenter suggested that the Rule should define the
term “manager” in “manager…of an investment fund” and
that we include “the board of directors of the Manager” in
this subsection.

We have added a definition of “manager” .

2.5

Auditor’s Report

One commenter noted that this “without reservation” concept
was not in existing securities legislation in all provinces.

The concept of an auditor’s report “without reservation”
is currently in National Policy Statement 50 –
Reservations in Auditor’s Report (NP 50). This
requirement has been moved to the Rule and also
proposed NI 52-107 Acceptable Accounting Principles,
Auditing Standards and Reporting Currency. NP 50 will
21
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Auditing Standards and Reporting Currency. NP 50 will
be revoked once both NI 81-106 and NI 52-107 come
into force.
3.1(2)

Filing of Interim
Statements

3.3 (a)

Contents of
Interim Financial
Statements

4.2

4.3

One commenter asked for clarification on whether the
comparative information in a subsequent interim financial
statement should include the financial information for a
previously undisclosed interim period.
Three commenters suggested that the requirements of this
section should be in accordance with GAAP (comparative
statements should be for the last audited statement of net
assets). They noted that the CICA Handbook paragraph
1751.16(a) required the comparative statement of net assets
to be as at the end of the immediately preceding financial
year and section 2.2 of the Companion Policy to the
proposed National Instrument stated: “…investment funds
must ensure that interim financial statements comply with
both Section 1751 of the Handbook and the Instrument.”

The reporting periods for a change in year-end have been
added to this Rule.

Statement of Net
Assets

One commenter asked the CSA to confirm that disclosure of
dividends and accrued interest receivable, other assets, total
assets, other liabilities and total liabilities is no longer
required.

The Rule sets out minimum disclosure for the financial
statements. The investment fund must ensure there is
enough information to make the financial statements
meaningful. The financial statements must also comply
with general GAAP standards. Therefore you will need
to add to your statements whatever other elements you
believe are necessary to comply with GAAP.

Statement of
Operations

By way of additional line items:
• Two commenters noted that it would be useful for the
CSA to indicate explicitly what costs are meant to be
included here.

See the response for the Statement of Net Assets.

•

One commenter asked for confirmation that the
disclosure of other revenue, salaries and other
expenses is no longer required.

•

One commenter proposed that the Rule require the

We amended the Rule to reflect section 1751 of the
CICA Handbook.

A discussion of materiality has been added to the
Companion Policy.
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disclosure of the revenue from securities lending, if
material.

4.3

4.4(1)

•

One commenter suggested that the filing fees paid to
Securities Commissions should be a mandated line
item.

•

One commenter queried about the different treatment
of “securityholder information costs” and “transfer
agency fees”.

•

One commenter suggested that net investment
income (loss) should come before capital taxes, and a
line item “total expenses” should be added. In
addition, a further line item “net investment income
(loss before provision for income tax” should be
added before “provision for income tax, if
applicable”.

Statement of
Operations

One commenter asked the CSA to define the term
“Securityholder information costs”.

Statement of
Investment
Portfolio

One commenter noted that “waived expenses” should not be
included in the Statement of Operations as they are not part
of a fund’s results and should be addressed in the notes to the
financial statements. Another commenter felt that that
inclusion of waived expenses was particularly detrimental to
LSIFs because in many LSIF management agreements, these
fees were paid to the LSIF Manager and the management fee
was reduced by the same amount. This arrangement
benefited the LSIF shareholders because the fund got the
benefit of the fee and also saved GST that would have
otherwise been payable on the management fee that had been
reduced.
Two commenters raised their concerns about the requirement
in the statement of investment portfolio to disclose the
designation of each security held by non-reporting issuers,

The inclusion of amounts waived has been added to show
investors the amount of potential additional expenses that
would have had to be paid by the investment fund had
the manager not waived or absorbed these amounts. The
amounts waived are generally discretionary and may be
discontinued in the future. Disclosure in the statement of
operations is consistent with the CICA research report
with respect to format.

The requirement to disclose the designation of each
security is a current requirement in certain jurisdictions
for all reporting and non-reporting mutual funds. The
23
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mutual funds and labour sponsored funds. These entities
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and the requirement for disclosure of each designation is
seen as superfluous information which is not useful to
securityholders because they do not have access to the
financial statements of the invested companies.
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for all reporting and non-reporting mutual funds. The
“designation” requirement is not intended to be lengthy
but is necessary for the securityholders to understand
what the fund holds in its investment portfolio. The
aggregation of debt and equity securities of the same
issuer is not complete disclosure.

The commenters proposed that for private company
holdings, the fund be allowed to aggregate designations of
equity and debt into a reduced number of items where the
designation differences are deemed not material. This
disclosure would be accompanied with the disclosure of the
aggregate number of shares or face value of debt instruments
and cost of these securities with an annotation that discloses
these aggregated private company holdings.

4.4(4)
(7) and (9)

One commenter indicated that there should not be a need to
disclose the credit rating of the counter-party if it were at or
above the approved credit rating level.
4.5

Statement of
Change in Net
Assets

One commenter asked for clarification on whether or not it is
acceptable to summarize security activities for several
classes of funds together

4.6

Statement of
Cash Flows

One commenter thought that the Statement of Cash Flows
was not meaningful for investors in a fund as a financial
entity
Another commenter asked for confirmation that it is not
required to provide a statement of cashflows. The commenter
submitted that a statement of cashflows was unnecessary and
redundant since currently LSIFs did not include a statement
of cashflows in their financial statements as all that
information is contained elsewhere in the financial

We have changed the requirement to disclose the credit
rating of the counterparty to require disclosure only when
the credit rating of the counterparty falls below the
approved credit rating.
Sections 8.2 of the Rule and 2.4 of the Policy clarify that
financial statements of different classes of an investment
fund that is referable to the same portfolio may be
combined together or prepared separately. If combined
together, those statements that would be different for
each class, such as the statement of operations, must be
separated.
The requirement for the statement of cash flows is set out
in the CICA Handbook. The Rule specifically states in
sections 2.3 and 3.3 that the statement of cash flows need
only to be prepared if required by the CICA Handbook.
The Rule also clarifies that if a fund prepares a statement
of cash flows then they do not need to prepare a
statement of changes in net assets .
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statements.
4.7

Notes to
Financial
Statements

One commenter disliked the extent of detail required in this
section for classes, preferring a simple overview of the
differences between classes or series, in the interests of
clarity.

The class disclosure is a current requirement in certain
jurisdictions and is similar to that which companies have
to disclose under GAAP.

Two commenters noted that information on soft- dollars
specifically, allocation brokerage transactions requirement,
was not available on a per fund basis and sought clarificatio n
as to how allocation to specific funds would be made if
based upon aggregate trades placed.

While the CSA encourages the disclosure of soft dollar
transactions on a per fund basis, we will permit the
aggregation of soft dollar transactions on a fund complex
basis in the short run. The CSA believes that it is
possible to estimate the per fund soft dollar transactions
since the total soft dollar transactions and the actual
transaction costs per fund are known.

One commenter asked the CSA to confirm that total
brokerage commissions (including soft dollars) were
contemplated versus separate disclosure of the soft dollars
(as a subtotal of brokerage commissions.

4.8

Inapplicable
Line Items

The Rule contemplates the separate disclosure of
brokerage commissions and soft dollars.

One commenter asked for confirmation that it would be
required to provide “details of commissions” in the case
where its core investments were venture capital investments
most commonly in private companies. The commenter
acknowledged that it might pay some commissions on
investments. However, these investments were generally
with funds that are pending investment in “eligible
businesses” under the EIA.

Commissions paid to brokers/dealers are a “hidden” cost
of the fund since these commissions are accounted for as
a credit to the cost of the investment. The CSA believes
that these costs should be disclosed.

Three commenters recommended that immaterial amounts to
temporary overdrafts due to either redemptions or trade
errors be excluded from the disclosure requirements of this
section.

We have clarified the note disclosure on borrowings to
exclude non- material operational overdrafts during the
period.

Two commenters suggested “nothing material” should
replace “… for which there is nothing for …”. They also
recommended that disclosure and exemption from disclosure
should be based on materiality.

Please see our discussion on materiality in the
Companion Policy.
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One commenter asked for clarification on the “period
subsequent to non-disclosed 3 month period”. The
commenter queried whether this was meant to be 5.5 months
or 3 months and 2.5 months reported only as part of YTD?

This section has been clarified. The first management
report of fund performance prepared after the period that
was not reported on must include the period that was not
previous ly reported on.

7

Specific Financial One commenter opposed the inclusion of the accounting
Statement
requirements in the Rule. In that commentator’s opinion,
Requirement
each of sections in Part 7 gave “short shrift” to the topic

covered and did not provide an adequate foundation for
interpretation and application of the requirements. By
comparison, the commenter noted, the securities lending
arrangements and repurchase agreements were addressed in
considerable detail in Statement of Financial Accounting
Standards No. 140, Accounting for Transfers and Servicing
of Financial Assets and Extinguishment of Liabilities. The
commentator suggested that this Part be relegated to the
Companion Policy or to a CSA Notice, where the guidance
can be readily amended or deleted, as relevant Canadian
accounting standards become effective.

The CSA has set out certain disclosure requirements
where the CICA Handbook is silent. The disclosure
relating to securities lending, repurchase agreements and
reverse repurchase agreements relate to presentation
within the financial statements only. Similarly, the
requirements for the incentive arrangements set out the
financial statements presentation. The Companion
Policy sets out the CSA’s interpretation of GAAP for the
costs of distribution of securities and trailing
commissions.

One commenter questioned the application of Part 7 to
pooled funds.

This Part relates to presentation only. The jurisdictions
that have reporting requirements for pooled funds, want
the reporting to be consistent.

One commenter asked the CSA to define the term
“collateral” with regard to the concept of control over
securities and/or cash.

The term “Collateral” is addressed in NI 81-102, sections
2.12 through 2.14.

7.2(1)

Repurchase
Transactions

Two commenters suggested that there should be no
requirement to name the counter-party; instead the
investment fund should be required to disclose the counterparty’s credit rating.

The requirement to disclose the credit rating of the
counterparty has been changed to require disclosure only
when the credit rating of the counterparty falls below the
approved credit rating.

7.3

Reverse
Repurchase
Transactions

The same commenters suggested that only the credit rating
of the counter-party but not its name should be disclosed.
They asked the CSA to permit the aggregation of individual
positions if they are immaterial.

The requirement to disclose the name of the counterparty
has been removed. The section has been amended to
permit the aggregation of individual positions.
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One commenter felt that the inclusion of performance fees
within the expense ratio was not appropriate and could be
misleading to investors. A performance fee is only obtained
when a fund has positive performance as opposed to a
management fee, which is applied regardless of the
performance. Accordingly, a fund that had a very strong net
performance would by definition, have a higher management
expense ratio (due to the inclusion of the performance fee).

The CSA believes that there should only be one MER
calculation for all investment funds. As a financial ratio,
and one that is used often by investors, this MER
calculation should be based on the financial statements,
which are prepared in accordance with GAAP. For
comparability only this one MER should be disclosed.

The commenter thought incentives should be disclosed as a
separate item or the Rule could require the disclosure of a
second MER that included only operational (non-IPA) items
when there was an IPA expense and the LSIF would provide
additio nal disclosure to help shareholders distinguish
between performance fees and other MER components.
7.5

8.1

Costs of
Distribution of
Securities

Binding

One commenter sought clarification on transitional rules i.e.
changes in accounting policy under GAAP normally should
be accounted for retroactively with restatement of prior
periods. The commenter stated that with respect to
investment funds, this change was clearly not practical and
additional guidance was necessary. In addition, the
commenter requested the OSC provide blanket relief with
respect to the orders that would terminate by the
implementation of the Rule.
One commenter speculated that this section was based on the
assumption that cost and benefits occurred in the same fiscal
year. The commenter noted that the benefits relating to the
issue of shares of LSIFs were realized over the eight-year
hold on those shares. As such, the commenter asked to be
permitted to continue applying the matching principle and
amortizing commissions and fees to retained earnings on a
straight- line basis over an eight-year period.
Two commenters queried whether the use of columnar
format for financial statements will be prohibited.

The Rule does permit the disclosure of a breakdown of
the MER in the management report of fund performance.
This can also be done in the Notes to the Financial
Statements. There will however, only be one MER
calculation provided. We have also amended the Rule to
include a new Part on the calculation of MER largely
imported from NI 81-102.

For LSIFs that pay sales commissions within the fund,
this issue has been addressed either by staff notices, such
as OSC Staff Notice 81-706 dated September 30, 2003,
or in the manner described in the prospectus of the funds,
in provinces such as Manitoba and British Columbia.

The use of columnar format for financial statements is
prohibited when it results in the information of several
funds being combined in parallel colums on the same
page. The mixing together of information for many funds
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makes it hard to extract the useful information from the
financial statements.

8.3

Labour
Sponsored
Funds

Six commenters cautioned that separating the fund
commentary from the financials would make it difficult to
keep the connection between different kinds of related
information intact and would hamper the effectiveness of
investor communication. If the intent of the proposal is to
move away from generalized commentary covering all
funds, it was felt that the provisions of Form 81-106F1
would clearly accomplish that goal.

The management report of fund performance and the
financial statements should be complete, comprehensible
documents on their own. The idea is that the investor will
choose only those documents that they wish to receive.
Investors may wish to receive only the management
reports, or only the financial statements or both.

Two commenters proposed the Rule include language
encouraging “householding” as a means for reducing costs.

With the new delivery regime introduced by this Rule,
where documents are only provided upon request, we
need to ensure the right of each individual securityholder
to determine what he or she will receive. Householding
would not be helpful in this regard.

One commenter criticized this prohibition, as it was not
consistent with the treatment of other prescribed documents
such as the simplified prospectus or financial statements.
Three commenters recommended that the manner in which
disclosure documents were bound together should be left to
the discretion of the Manager.

We will not allow management reports of fund
performance for different funds to be bound together so
as to avoid “telephone books” being sent to investors.
We are also concerned that if management reports of
fund performance are bound together, over time they
may begin to deviate into group discussions rather than
providing only fund specific information.

Seven commenters criticized the requirement as being too
prescriptive and costly.

We believe that the changes we are proposing will reduce
costs.

One commenter raised concerns stemming from the
frequency of production and indicated that the binding
prohibition might create situations where investors would not
be provided with the most recent versions of documents.

We believe that having moved to a semi-annual reporting
regime addresses this concern to the degree that it is a
material issue.

Two commenters concluded that this section allowed LSIFs,
assuming they received a formal valuation, to elect to present
the statement of investment portfolio in accordance with
section 4.4 or section 8.3 at their option regardless of how
they have reported in the past. The commenters queried

The Rule has been cla rified to indicate that the fund must
choose a method of presentation and continue to apply
that method consistently from that point onwards. If the
fund changes the method, the CSA would expect that the
principles for changes in accounting policy would be28
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they have reported in the past. The commenters queried
whether it is the CSA’s intention to permit a fund to opt one
year to file in accordance with 4.4, file the next year in
accordance with section 8.3

principles for changes in accounting policy would be
applied.

One commenter suggested that the “formal valuation”
reference should be changed to the “valuation report” as the
use of the word “formal” had specified meaning in other
jurisdictions and could be taken out of context by
securityholders. Further, the commenter asked for further
guidance as to how a fund should disclose this information in
the Companion Policy.

The CSA has changed the term “formal valuation” to
“valuation report”.

One commenter suggested that the reference to year of
“eligibility” should be replaced with the word “maturity”.

We have made the change.

With respect to group scholarship plans, one commenter
stated that the requirement to include a statement of
highlights in the financial statements would not be relevant
as these plans did not make distributions in the way that
mutual funds have. The commenter recognized the relevance
in disclosing MER and portfolio turnover rates but suggested
that such disclosure should be provided in the notes to the
financial statements when necessary.

We have modified the table for scholarship plans to
address these concerns.

Two commenters underscored the need to include a
definition reflecting the distinction between the aspects of a
Group Scholarship Plan in contrast to an Individual
Scholarship Plan. In this respect, the commenters proposed
that the additional information to be disclosed as a separate
schedule or statement, pertaining to agreements by year of
maturity, be limited to Group Scholarship Plans.

Section 8.5 only applies to group scholarship plans.

We have provided additional guidance as to how a fund
should disclose this information in the Rule and the
Companion Policy.

One commenter made the following suggestions:
•

the definition of “education savings plan” and
the definition of “scholarship award” should refer
to the payment of an “educational assistance

We have not made this change.
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payment” rather than a scholarship award; and
•

9

9.1(1)

Formal
Valuations

Independence
of Valuator

the defined term scholarship award should be
replaced with educational assistance payment to
align this definition with the federal government
terminology.

We did not feel that this change was necessary.

One commenter voiced its concerns about the alternatives for
meeting disclosure requirements of section 4.4 with regards
to securities for which a market value is not readily
available. The commenter thought that these two
alternatives suggested a different level of assurance being
provided by the auditor’s report on the financial statements
that would only serve to cause confusion in the marketplace.

The CSA notes that Part 9 of the Rule only applies to
labour sponsored funds, as defined. Section 8.3 has been
clarified to refer to the valuation reports. We have
modified the disclosure of the valuation reports to require
an explanation of why the valuation report was obtained.

One commenter inquired into the rationale behind the
requirement for the LSIFs to obtain a “formal valuation” in
addition to the annual valuation report (net asset value per
share) that LSIFs are currently required to obtain from their
independent valuators under the CSBIF Act (Ontario). The
existing valuation report effectively provided the third party
validation of an LSIF’s valuation of its venture portfolio.
Therefore, there should be no need to require a second
report, which would inevitably result in additional costs to
LSIF shareholders.

The valuation report is only required if the labour
sponsored fund chooses to aggregate the venture
portfolio. The valuation report requirements were
designed to not conflict with provincial acts governing
labour sponsored funds. Many provincial acts require an
independent valuation. The CSA wishes to make it clear
that a report of compliance with valuation policies and
procedures is not considered to be an independent
valuation report under this Rule.

Two commenters noted that section 4.2 of the Companion
Policy did not establish whether an LSIF’s auditors qualified
as independent.

The CICA currently has a project underway on auditor
independence. The CSA will adopt the
recommendations of the CICA with respect to the ability
of an auditor to perform the valuation as set out in Part 9
of the Rule. The Companion Policy contains a discussion
on independence.
We have not changed the requirements in this regard.

9.1(2)

One commenter proposed that if auditors did not have the
ability to perform the formal valuation as set out in Part 9 of
the rule, whether consideration could be given to allowing a
30
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formal valuation each 2 or 3 years to reduce costs.

9.2

Disclosure
Concerning
Valuator

One commenter explained that during fund audits, auditors
used experts, either in house specialist or outside consultants,
to assist in auditing the current value of the private
investments. The valuation report that is prepared under
provincial labour sponsored fund legislation is a by-product
of the audit and not a formal valuation on the investment
portfolio for other purposes. The commenter recommended
that the CSA consider requiring more disclosure in the
prospectus on the valuation methodology followed by the
fund, including the inherent risks associated with the
valuation.

The CSA is of the view that a report of compliance with
valuation policies and procedures is not an independent
valuation report under this Rule. The valuation policies
and procedures are established by the investment fund or
the fund manager. A report of compliance with these
valuation policies and procedures does not address the
appropriateness of the policies and procedures.

One commenter asked the CSA to prescribe the required
qualifications for valuators. One commenter queried whether
LSIFs that have their own valuation specialists that are
supposed to be separate from the investment side of the fund
by the “Chinese wall” could be considered independent. The
concern is that a formal valuation may be expensive but may
not necessarily be a better valuation, as these individuals
know the investments better than an outsider valuator would.

We believe that it should be up to the fund manager to
decide who would be independent. We do provide some
guidance in the Companion Policy.

Three commenters queried whether it was a question of fact
whether a valuator was qualified and independent as
contemplated by section 9.1(2). They also inquired into the
rationale behind the requirement for parts (a), (d) and (e) of
section 9.2 as this information provided no additional benefit
or comfort to shareholders.

The CSA have clarified the disclosure relating to the
valuator in section 8.4 of the Rule.
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10.1

Issues

Filing of
Formal
Valuation

Requirement
to File an
Annual
Information
Form

Comments

Responses

Two commenters objected to the formal valuation
requirement as the filing of a valuation report was a
requirement of the tax program of relevant provincial
legislation, and this report should not be publicly disclosed.
In their opinion, securityholders’ ability to obtain the
valuation report on SEDAR did not provide any further level
of comfort since every LSIF was already required to have
this report. In addition, they noted that this requirement
increased the audit risk and inevitably would result in an
increase of costs to the funds.

The filing of a valuation report in the manner prescribed
by the Rule is optional. The CSA believe that investors
need either full disclosure of current values of
investments to make their own judgment on the
investments or as a proxy, full disclosure of the
independent valuation.

Two commenters suggested that clearer language be used to
better convey the scope and requirements of this section.
Further, the commenters sought a clearer explanation of the
exceptions and how they operated in relation to the existing
NI 81-101 requirements to file an Annual Information Form.

We have tried to make the requirements to file an annual
information form clearer. Those investment funds
currently in distribution are not required to prepare an
annual information form. The annual information form
is only required for those funds that have ceased
distribution of their securities.

In one commenter’s opinion, this section required a
significant new disclosure document from LSIFs that were
no longer in distribution.

The requirement to file an annual information form is a
current requirement under the Act in certain jurisdictions.
The purpose of this requirement is to keep the public
record up to date.

Two commenters stated that given that a) any new material
concerning scholarship plans that were not actively being
sold under prospectus but that might still have investors
plans would be included in the management reports provided
to investors, and b) that many aspects of an Annual
Information Form were not relevant to Scholarship Plans,
these plans should be exempt from the requirement to file an
Annual Information Form.

No change has been made in this regard.
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10.3

Preparation
of an AIF

Two commenters cautioned the CSA that not permitting
combined and bound Annual Information Forms would
result in a considerable repetition of information.

The Rule has been amended to remove the restriction
preventing annual information forms from being
consolidated, combined or bound together.

13.1

Restricted
Share
Disclosure
Requirements

Two commenters sought clarification as to whether the
restricted shares mentioned in this section were referring to
the shares in fund’s capital or to those that were part of its
portfolio assets. It was noted that if this Part was intended to
apply to the portfolio shares, virtually all shares of a venture
capital fund would meet the definition of “restricted share”
as set out in National Instrument 51- 102.

Restricted shares refer to the investment fund’s own
securities. The Rule has been changed to exclude
investment funds, which is consistent with the practice
today.

Two commenters stated that the information required by NI
51-102 has never been provided to investment fund
securityholders in the past and they queried why it would be
required now. In their opinion, this requirement could
amount to substantial increase in information to
securityholders by certain funds, which was unwarranted and
not useful or relevant to fund securityholders. Thus, they
asked the CSA to remove this requirement.

This section no longer applies to investment funds.

Three commenters raised the point that many investment
funds do not hold annual general meetings and the
requirement to have security- holder approval for a change in
auditors was not consistent with acting in the best interests of
the securityholders given the costs.

The issue of securityholder approval for a change in
auditor is outside the scope of this Rule.

14

Change of
Auditor

They proposed that the requirement to have security-holder
vote to change auditors be removed and replaced with a
requirement to notify security-holders of such change. They
also sought the removal or revision of the requirement in
section 5.1 of NI 81-102, which required securityholder
approval to change the auditor of a mutual fund. They
invited the CSA to consider this issue as part of the Fund
Governance Project.
15.2(2)

Documents
Available on

Two commenters, in consideration of the extensive
involvement of third party service providers, asked the CSA

The Rule has been amended to require delivery of
documents as soon as practicable after the receipt of the
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request

15.2 &
15.3

16.1(1)

Additional
Filing
Requirements

17.1

Filing of
Material
Contracts

Comments

Responses

to revise this section to read “deliver requested documents to
read as soon as practicable” or “within a reasonable time
after receipt of request’.

request.

One commenter was concerned about the scope of the
delivery requirement. The commenter stated that the Rule
required funds to deliver or send copies of its financial
statements and management reports of fund performance at
no cost to any person or company. The Rule does not require
the recipient to be a securityholder or have any other
relationship with the investment fund. The commenter
believed that this was a more onerous obligation that other
reporting issuers with costs implications. The commenter
questioned why the SEDAR filing would not suffice as these
sections only applied to reporting issuers.
One commenter noted that the Rule did not define what
constituted material information.

Mutual funds are public vehicles. These documents are
incorporated by reference into the simplified prospectus
and must be available to the public and not just
securityholders. Reliance on SEDAR to effect the
delivery requirement is not considered acceptable in
today’s environment. The investor survey results
indicated that many investors were not aware of SEDAR
and do not necessarily use the internet for investment
research.

One commenter questioned the benefits of this requirement
to investors. The commenter referred to the current regime
and noted that an existing non-redeemable investment fund,
which is a reporting issuer, is only required to make the
material contracts available for review while in distribution.
The commenter queried why the Rule required these funds to
file a wider range of contracts on SEDAR even when the
fund is not in distribution. The commenter submitted that
this would be an onerous task and undue burden to
investment funds since it did not apply to other reporting
issuers.
One commenter raised confidentiality concerns about the
application of this requirement to the non-reporting issuers.

The section on “additional filing requirements” has been
amended to be consistent with NI 51-102 Continuous
Disclosure Obligations with modifications for
Investment Funds
The section on “filing of material contracts” has been
amended to be consistent with NI 51-102.

The CSA note that this section does not apply to nonreporting investment funds.
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Form 81106F1

Issues
General
Discussion

Comments
One commenter recommended that the text be shorter

Responses
The Form has been amended to move some of the
discussion to the relevant sections of the Form.

Part A
Item 2

First Page
Disclosure

One commenter suggested that the reference to documents
being provided “at no cost” should be changed to read “at no
direct cost”.

The CSA does not believe that this disclosure would
clarify the disclosure without additional explanation as to
the meaning of “at no direct cost”.

Part B
Item 1.2

Results of
Operation

One commenter
• proposed that subsection (d) only require a discussion
of significant changes but not significant
components;
• queried whether the reference to “Results of
Operations” in subsection (e) meant performance and
asked the CSA to define this term;
• suggested the CSA add to subsection (g): “other than
normal operating activities, otherwise disclosed in the
notes (e.g. management fees etc); and
• suggested the amendment of subsection (j) to
specifically exclude overdraft amounts and margin
and/or short selling situations.

The CSA notes that the management discussion of fund
performance is subject to a materiality standard. As
such, the CSA is making no changes to subsection (d)
since we are providing guidance as to the issues that may
be discussed.

Part B
Item
1.2(h)

Results of
Operation -Proxy Voting

They argued that:
• shareholders are not interested in this disclosure.
• this would deny funds the ability to vote
confidentially and would subject funds to pressure
from corporate management to influence proxyvoting decisions. With one commenter suggesting
that the CSA mandate secret balloting so that funds
can vote without fear of retribut ion.
• this would subject them to orchestrated campaigns by
special interest groups with social or political
agendas different from those of fund shareholders.
• the costs of collecting and disclosing the information
would be substantial and would exceed any benefit to
shareholders from the disclosure.

“Results of Operations” refers in general to the Statement
of Operations of the investment fund; performance is
discussed elsewhere.
The CSA agree with the comments on related party
transactions and borrowing disclosure.

The CSA believes that transparency of voting
information would facilitate accountability on the part of
fund mana gers in voting proxies in the best interest of
fund shareholders. Several mutual fund complexes
currently voluntarily provide information to investors
about the policies and procedures they used to determine
how to vote proxies. Investors, we believe, have a
fundamental right to know how their fund has voted
proxies on shareholders behalf.
The CSA received the largest number of comments from
individual investors on this one issue. Most who
commented believed that the Rule did not go far enough,
whereas most members of the fund industry felt the
contrary to be the case.
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Comments
• this would undermine in their ability to change
corporate governance practices of issuers through
“behind the scenes” private communications.
• this disclosure adds no value.
Nine commenters suggested that disclosure of proxy voting
policies or guidelines as opposed to the actual votes be
required.
Three commenters recommended a list of only of those
proxy votes that were against management recommendations
or deviated from their own guidelines be disclosed.
Two commenters proposed that the requirement be subject to
a materiality threshold; e.g. disclosure of the proxy vote only
if the security represented more than 5% of total value of the
portfolio of the fund should the proxy vote be disclosed.
One commenter thought the disclosure of this issue should
be upon request but not publicly.
One commenter suggested that funds be required to provide
a summary of their proxy voting guidelines in the
Management Reports of Fund Performance and indicate that
a copy of the guidelines is available on SEDAR or in hard
copy at the investor’s request.
On the other hand, seven commenters recommended that
mutual funds disclose the following:
• The policies and procedures used to determine how
they vote proxies relating to portfolio securities; and
•

The actual votes (i.e. each shareholder proposal voted
on; who proposed the shareholder resolution; whether
and how the fund cast its vote, and whether the fund
cast its vote for or against management in addition to
votes) on funds’ web-sites.

Responses
In response to comments that investment funds should
also be required to disclose their proxy voting policies,
we have adopted this change and now require funds to
disclose in their annual information form, a summary of
their proxy voting policies and procedures and indicate
how a complete copy of these policies could be obtained.
We will not however require proxy voting policies and
procedures to address specific areas such as
environmental issues.
The intent of the Rule is to promote transparency with
respect to proxy voting, not mandate the content of fund
policies and procedures though the Rule does set out
what the policies should look like.
In response to the argument that investors are not
interested in proxy voting disclosure, this is to some
extent belied by the comments received from individual
investors and the survey results. When investors were
asked, whether they would like to receive reports about
the way in which their mutual funds cast their votes, 21%
indicated interest in knowing how their funds vote on all
issues, 48% indicated interest in knowing how their
funds vote on major issues and only 24% stated that
funds should be free not to report how they vote.
After consulting with industry, the CSA is proposing that
funds disclose 100% of their proxy votes to
securityholders.
On the issue of confidential voting, the principle of
confidential voting is intended to protect shareholders
from having their votes disclosed prior to the shareholder
meeting. What we are proposing would only require
disclosure of votes 60 days or more after the end of the
period to which the proxy voting record pertains, a
significant period of time after any shareholder’s
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One commenter proposed that rules on proxy voting be
incorporated into a new proposed National Instrument for
adoption by OSC and CSA members across Canada, and that
this new National Instrument be circulated for comment in
2003.
One commenter thought the Rule should require mutual
funds to disclose voting policies on social and environmental
proxy issues and shareholder proposals

Responses
meeting.
While we respect the view that proxy voting disclosure
may politicize the process of proxy voting of funds by
special interest groups, we are not persuaded at this time
that this will in fact be the case or that it will occur to
such a degree as to negate the benefits this disclosure
would provide.
On the issue of excessive costs we note that several fund
complexes currently provide disclosure of their complete
proxy voting records. While we believe there may be
some start- up cost for compliance systems, we continue
to believe that the cost of disclosure is reasonable.
Disclosure of proxy voting is not inconsistent with
behind the scenes communications and would not force
funds to disclose those communications. Requiring this
disclosure may in fact encourage more funds to become
engaged in corporate governance matters involving the
issuers they hold in their portfolio.
Finally, we note that the SEC has introduced full
reporting of all proxy votes and voting policies.

Part B
Item
1.2(h)

Part B
Item 1.2

Proxy Voting

Considering the fact that this disclosure is to appear in the
annual Management Reports of Fund Performance along
with many other items, and the limit on the length of the
Management Reports of Fund Performance, one commenter
has concluded that any discussion by the mutual fund of its
voting record would have to be brief and very general. Thus,
the commenter believes that the Rule is wholly inadequate to
achieve meaningful reform in this area.

We have changed the proxy voting disclosure.

One commenter pointed out the similarities between 1.2(f)
and s. 1.6 and queried whether this provision should be in s.
1.6.

The Form has been amended to eliminate duplication.
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Comments

Responses

Part B
Item 1.3

Risk

Three commenters have stated that this requirement
duplicates the obligation set out in section 1.2(f).

The CSA has clarified subsection 1.2(f) and Item 1.3.

Item 1.4

Performance

Two commenters asked the CSA to amend the instructions to
require a discussion of any material changes to reported
ratios.

The management reports do require the disclosure of
these material changes, because any material item has to
be disclosed in any event.

Item 1.5

Recent
Developments

One commenter agreed that planned material transactions
should be disclosed but questioned whether the CSA
required pro forma information by requiring disclosure of the
“effects” of material transactions.

The discussion of recent developments reflects past and
planned material transactions. Investment funds should
not prepare pro forma information.

Item 2

Financial
Highlights
Net Asset
Value per
[Unit/Share]:

One of the commenters voiced a concern regarding the
interaction of tax issues and disclosure requirements under
the Rule. The commenter noted that this section required a
fund to make quarterly updates to the table concerning the
source of a fund’s distributions. However, since the tax
status of a fund can only be determined annually, the
breakdown of distributions should only be disclosed
annually.

The CSA notes that the Rule has been changed to require
semi-annual management reports of fund performance.
The distribution disclosure will remain in the semiannual management reports since some funds distribute
to investors on a monthly or quarterly basis.

Two commenters submitted that the statement of financial
highlights was duplicated in the financial statements. In the
commenters’ opinion, the financial highlights would be
important added value for investors in understanding the
Management Reports of Fund Performance and suggested
that the Management Reports of Fund Performance should
be clear by itself if explained concisely and in plain
language.

The CSA has amended the requirements to eliminate
duplication. The statement of financial highlights is only
required in the management report of fund performance.

Two commenters indicated that the “Total revenue and total
expenses per security” figure did not add meaningful
information. They referred to the US GAAP and the CICA
Research Report “Financial Reporting by investment Funds”
and reminded the CSA that the disclosure of this figure is not
required under either. Accordingly, they suggested only “net
investment income (loss) per security” be disclosed in the

The CSA believe that since the management report of
fund performance may be delivered to investors
separately from the financial statements, a certain level
of detail is necessary to help the investor understand the
financial results in a meaningful manner and which
corresponds to the discussion of operating results.
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Issues

Comments
investment income (loss) per security” be disclosed in the
Statement of Financial Highlights.

Responses

Two commenters queried whether it was mandatory to
present the required information in a particular order. Also,
the commenters sought clarification on the mechanics of this
disclosure ($/Unit) when unit values change from start to
finish and when the period in question is less than 12
months. Moreover, the commenters had concerns about the
treatment of realized and unrealized gains (and losses).

The general instructions to the management report of
fund performance indicate that the Form generally does
not mandate the use of a specific format with the
exception of financial highlights and performance data.
The per unit data present very important information
required by section 1650 of the CICA Handbook

In these commenters’ opinion, these numbers were not standalone items and should be reviewed together as representing
market action. In this context, the benefit of proposed
disclosure to investors was questioned. Accordingly, the
commenters asked the CSA to explain why these figures
have been split and recommended that necessary
amendments be so that these amounts would be shown
together in a single line item.

As for the mechanics of this disclosure ($/Unit), we have
clarified this in the Form. On the treatment of realized
and unrealized gains (and losses), the CSA believes that
this information is essential to enable investors in
understanding the performance of the fund. We are not
prepared at this time the make the change recommended.

One commenter made the following suggestions:
• Change - Distributions: “From net income” - to read
“from other net income”;
• Change - Distributions: “from dividends” - to read
“from Canadian dividends”;
• Change - Distributions: “from realized gains” to read
“from gains”; and
• Add “or both” to “Distributions were [paid in
cash/reinvested in additional units/shares] of the
Funds”

The CSA has made some amendments to the statement of
financial highlights in keeping with some of the
suggestions.

One commenter criticized the separation of gains/losses from
securities from gains/losses on foreign exchange related to
securities. In this commenter’s opinion, the aggregate figure
was a balancing amount that was necessary to reconcile the
change in net asset value per security with the other per
security information provided. Most accounting systems
were not capable of separating gains/losses on securities and

Section 1650 of the CICA Handbook requires that the
foreign exchange gains and losses be disclosed
separately. The CSA reminds investment funds that
section 1100 of the CICA Handbook removes “industry
practice” from the definition of GAAP.
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Scholarship
Plans:

Comments
were not capable of separating gains/losses on securities and
foreign exchange on foreign denominated securities. The
commenter believed this new method was contrary to the
current industry practice and neither required under U.S.
GAAP nor recommended in the CICA Research Report.

Responses

One commenter inquired whether it was required to show
financial highlights for each class of a multi class fund since
selected financial information must be shown individually
for each class anyway.

To the extent that the financial highlights are different for
each series or class of an investment fund, then the fund
should make separate disclosure.

One commenter questioned the requirement that assets,
income and expenses of scholarship plans were expressed in
terms of dollars per unit as in this commenter’s opinion such
disclosure is not meaningful and may be potentially
misleading to investors and other users of this information.
Instead, the commenter suggested that the financial
highlights relating to these plans be presented only in terms
of aggregate dollars.

The CSA agrees with the comment and has made the
appropriate changes to the Form and created a new table
to address the concerns of scholarship plans.

Based on the fact that scholarship plans are unitized based on
unit valuation related to the end of the contract rather than
the beginning scholarship plans (and thus, different from
other funds), one commenter opposed to the standardized
financial reporting with respect to how the plan’s net asset
value should be disclosed. The commenter requested that for
group scholarship plans, the fund’s total value statistics be
required.
Ratios and
Supplemental
Data:

One commenter sought specific instructions for funds that
calculate the NAV on a weekly or less frequent basis in order
to report the MER in the appropriate manner.

The Rule has been revised to clarify the calculation of
the “average net assets during the period” for funds that
calculate NAV less frequently than daily.

One commenter proposed that the disclosure of “total return”
be required in this chart where total return figures were
included as part of financial statements.

The Form requires that the total return be shown in the
bar chart format.
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Item 3

Issues

Past
Performance

Comments
One commenter sought clarification on the impact of the
restriction against disclosing portfolio turnover rates for
money-market funds on the disclosure of the portfolio
turnover rates for derivatives or passive index funds (as these
funds invest in money market instruments).

Responses
There has been no significant change from that set out in
NI 81-101. This will continue to apply to hedge funds
and index funds as we see some merit in the information
provided.

Two commenters suggested that disclosure of portfolio
turnover rate not be required for RRSP clone funds, futures
funds or fund of fund structures where the turnover rate is
not a meaningful piece of information. Another one
commenter asked for better direction with respect to the
calculation of portfolio turnover for funds that were in part
dependent on actively managed derivative strategies

The CSA has provided more guidance in the Rule on the
calculation of the portfolio turnover ratio when the
portfolio contains derivative instruments.

One commenter pointed out the inconsistent formatting
requirements pursuant to Items 2.1(7) and 3.2. (Item 3.2 most recent year on the” right” and Item 2.1(7) - most recent
financial year on the “left”).

There has been no change in this regard.

One commenter pointed out that the requirement for the yaxis to start at 0 precluded the presentation of negative
returns. The commenter suggested wording that would
require the x-axis to intersect the y-axis at 0.

The Form has been amended to reflect this suggestion.

One commenter criticized the application of this requirement
to scholarship plans, since these plans were not unitized in
the same manner as other funds and units were more
indicative of the final value of the contract, rather than the
current value. The commenter stated that measuring
performance based on the change in income attributable to
the investors in the plans, which was based on the
performance of the underlying investments, by using the
current income recognition rules would be a more
appropriate alternative. The commenter noted that the
current income recognition rules did not recognize
unrealized gains and losses, with realized gains or losses
amortized over some period in the future.

The CSA acknowledge the differences in the structure of
scholarship plans and has amended the Rule and the
Form to reflect these differences.
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Item 4

Issues

Summary of
Portfolio
Investments

Comments

Responses

One commenter had concerns that the rate of return does not
include the income tax credits, and that the calculations are
not based on the average units or shares in the period.

The after tax credit is still permitted for sales
communications but not for management reports. We
will continue to use the standard performance data
guidelines as established in NI 81-102.

Two commenters sought clarification as to the definition of
“date of inception”, i.e. whether this was the date of
inception or the date of first sale?

The Form has been amended to clarify the date of
inception.

Two commenters contended that this section duplicated the
Financial Statements. They suggested that the disclosure of
the top ten holdings plus any holding that represent 5% or
more of total portfolio value would be more appropriate
disclosure in the Management Reports of Fund Performance.

The Rule has been amended to eliminate this duplication.
The Summary of Portfolio Investments has been changed
to require the disclosure of the top 25 long and top 25
short positions.

Two commenters inquired into whether this subsection
would include the disclosure of illiquid securities.

No.

One commenter sought clarification on the effect of these
subsections on the treatment of derivatives.

The Form has been amended to provide instructions on
the treatment of derivatives and to clarify that the fund of
fund disclosure is as of the most recent interim period of
the underlying fund.

One commenter stated that, for fund of funds, the
requirement should be to disclose the holdings of the bottom
fund as of the end of the most recent quarter of that fund as
such disclosure would minimize the opportunity for frontrunning/free-riding practices by sophisticated outsiders.
Part B
Item 1.6

Forward –
Looking
Financial
Information

Several commenters stated that they did not believe that an
investment fund manager could provide realistic forwardlooking information for a number of reasons:
• while fund managers can provide their own
individual view of companies they invest in, this
would attract liability, as the disclosure would be
incorporated by reference into the prospectus of the
fund.
• the manager’s responsibility is not to influence
investors by suggesting future changes in the

The purpose of a Management Report of Fund
Performance is for an investment fund to discuss its
financial situations in the context of past performance
and anticipated future events. This necessarily involves
forward-looking information. Forward- looking
information in the Management Report of Fund
Performance is consistent with the position of both the
CICA and other international accounting groups that any
form of management discussion and analysis should
contain future oriented financial information.
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investors by suggesting future changes in the
economy that could affect performance. Instead,
investors should rely on their advisors or independent
experts in making investment decisions.
• it would be difficult to discuss, on a quarterly basis,
factors that could influence future performance of a
fund, particularly when the fund has a long-term
investment horizon.
• this type of reporting might result in investors
overreacting to information that is, in some cases,
outdated.
• it might encourage a short-term outlook on the part of
some investment fund securityholders inconsistent
with the character of investment funds as vehicles for
long-term investment.
• this disclosure would result in a tremendous amount
of ambiguity when sales representatives are
presenting or discussing forward- looking information
with their clients and at the same time enforcing that
past performance is not indicative of future
performance.
• this disclosure could result in the exposure of
proprietary intellectual property.
• the potential liability that could arise from such
commentary. To avoid reporting on potentially
inaccurate visions, fund managers will likely produce
very generic reports with diluted boilerplate
discussion.

Responses
contain future oriented financial information.
We must emphasize that forward-looking information
should not be interpreted as market predictions. We are
not expecting fund managers to comment on and predict
the performance of each of the securities they invest in.
We are not expecting fund managers to predict and
comment on future events.
Fund managers are selling their expertise in money and
portfolio management, just as the management of other
types of reporting issuers are compensated for their
business management expertise in various markets and
industries. Fund managers are in a position to discuss
forward-looking information in the area of portfolio
management specific to each manager’s investment
strategy.
We recognize that the general economic situation or
specific company outlook changes frequently. What we
expect in the forward- looking information is a discussion
of what the expectation is, given the current facts.
We have now made the provision of forward-looking
information optional to the fund. We believe that this
will address most of the concerns raised in the
comments.

Three commenters asked that should it be implemented, a
regulatory waiver of liability accompany any disclosure of
forward-looking information for fund managers in the event
that the manager’s perception of the future was proven
inaccurate. Measures similar to the safe harbor provisions
contained in the United States Private Securities Litigation
Act of 1995 were proposed.
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Issues
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One commenter requested that the CSA make this an
optional component of the Management Reports of Fund
Performance.

Responses
We have now made this disclosure optional to the fund.

One commenter asked for commentary on what is meant by
the “strategic” position of a fund.

It is intended to serve as an explanation of the current
status of the fund.

Financial
Highlights

One commenter questioned the presentation of the total
revenue, total expense, realized gains (losses) for the period
and unrealized gains (losses) for the period as separate line
items. In this commenter’s opinion, since the investor
already had the MER, which provided information as to the
proportionate expenses of a fund, and the statement of
operations, which provided information as to the proportion
of expenses versus revenues and of realized versus
unrealized gains and losses, the proposed format would not
have an added value.

The Rule has been amended to require that the Statement
of Financial Highlights be prepared only as part of the
management report of fund performance. Since the
management report of fund performance may be obtained
separately from the financial statements the financial
highlights include some additional information that
might otherwise be excluded. The additional information
is provided to assist investors in understanding the
financial information provided.

Summary of
Portfolio
Investments

Since funds were required to provide the statement of
investment portfolio, one commenter found this information
to be redundant. The commenter added that most statements
of investment portfolio already broke portfolios down into
subgroups and covered the items listed as requirements in
this summary.
Three commenters raised concerns that the public filing of
full investment portfolios on a semi- annual basis would
provide competitors and any other interested parties, an
opportunity to evaluate and exploit the proprietary
investment strategies. The proprietary strategies employed
by alternative investment managers are particularly critical to
their success, and therefore disclosing investment portfolio
information publicly would put their business at risk, and
would be detrimental to investors.

The CSA note that the management report of fund
performance may be obtained separately from the
financial statements as a stand-alone document.

Two commenters suggested that detailed portfolio disclosure
should be eliminated from the Rule.

The SEC is currently proposing disclosure of holdings
greater than 1% of a fund’s net asset value. However, as
indicated previously, we have, in response to the

Forward –
Looking
Financial
Information

Portfolio
Holdings

Portfolio
Holdings

The Rule has been amended to exempt non-reporting
issuers from the requirement to file financial statements.
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Four commenters cautioned the CSA about the requirement
to disclose all holdings greater than 1% of a fund’s net asset
value. For some funds, this disclosure might easily run to
thirty or forty holdings.
One recommendation was to limit disclosure to the top ten
holdings plus any holdings comprising more than 5% of net
asset value. Another recommended disclosure of those
holdings over 3% of NAV with minimum disclosure of a
fixed number of securities.
One commenter asked that the CSA grant the ability to
remove references to securities where the fund is in the midst
of or beginning a buying or selling program

Responses
comments received amended the Form requirements for
the summary of investment portfolio to the top 25 long
positions and the top 25 short positions.
We are cognizant of concerns raised by some members
of the fund industry that mandating more frequent
disclosure would harm shareholders by expanding the
opportunities for professional traders to exploit this
information by engaging in predatory trading practices
such as front running and facilitate the ability of outside
investors to free ride on mutual fund investment
strategies that are paid for by fund shareholders. We
believe that these concerns are addressed by the initial 60
day delay in the transitional year, and then the 45 day
delay in providing this quarterly disclosure.

On the other hand, one commenter proposed that the full
disclosure of holdings should be required only upon request,
thereby eliminating the need for resources required to
produce commercial copies.
Compani
on Policy
Section
1.4

Signature and

Two commenters sought clarification on whether signatures
were not required on the Statement of Net Assets.

The Rule does not require signatures on the Statement of
Net Assets.

One commenter highlighted the need to clarify that the
manager would be responsible for the disclosure
requirements, where the fund had a manager directing fund’s
affairs and a separate trustee performing a more
administrative role.

We added a definition of manager. The investment fund
manager or trustee must determine, based on the facts,
who should be approving the financial statements.
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Responses

Section 2.5 Auditor’s

One commenter was concerned that this requirement would
increase the annual audit costs for most investment funds.

The CSA note that auditors may have an obligation under
GAAS with respect to the management report of fund
performance since this report is incorporated by
reference into the prospectus.

Section 2.6 Delivery of

One commenter voiced concerns about the inconsistency
between this subsection (“such notices may alternatively be
sent with account statements or other materials sent to
securityholders by an investment fund as is convenient to the
investment fund”) and the requirements of NI 54-102.

We will be repealing NI 54-102.

Section 3.1 Accounting for

One commenter asked for clarification with respect to the
application of this section to pooled funds since normally
pool funds were not subject to the restrictions on securities

The Rule sets out certain reporting requirements related
to securities lending transactions. The Rule does not set
out restrictions on the actual securities lending
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lending transactions.

Responses
transactions. Where they must report, pooled funds must
follow the reporting requirements for securities lending.
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General
comments
about the
premises on
which 81-106
is based

Comments

Responses

Three commenters expressed concern that the Rule fails to distinguish
between corporate issuers and investment funds. It is noted that the
quarterly report is useful to investors of corporate issuers as it provides
these investors with a timely statement by management of its future
plans and allows investors to engage in an assessment of the
corporation’s future prospects and thereby determine the current value
of its securities. Investment funds on the other hand are look-through
vehicles. The value of mutual fund assets, in contrast to those of
corporate securities, is simply a determination of the assets held by the
fund on any given day and a calculation of their value at that time. The
CSA was asked to consider these differences before imposing disclosure
requirements with uniform application across the board.

All investment funds that are reporting issuers are now
treated the same. All report on a semi –annual basis. Part
of what investors pay for with respect to an investment in
an investment fund is the fund manager’s expertise.
These management reports will provide investors with
some insight as to how well their fund is being managed.

One commenter questioned the impetus behind the Rule, as the
proposed Rule does not refer to any analysis by the CSA that there are
actual asymmetries of information (or any other specific policy
concerns) with the existing disclosure regime.

The CSA has completed a survey of past, present and
future mutual fund investors. The survey report is
reproduced in its entirety in Appendix B.

NI 81-106 raises some of the same issues that came to light in NI 81102 and were never resolved. The issues surrounding
repurchase/reverse-repurchase agreements and the calculation and
presentation of “MERs” are still legitimate concerns given the proposed
amendments to NI 81-101 and NI 81-102.

Valuation and MER have now been moved to NI 81-106
and through the comment process we hope to resolve any
outstanding issues.

Statement of
Portfolio
Transactions

One commenter asked the CSA to confirm that the requirement of
statements of portfolio transactions under section 87 of regulation 1015
was being revoked under the Rule.

The CSA confirms that the requirement for a statement
of portfolio transactions in section 87 of Regulation 1015
of the Securities Act (Ontario) is being revoked.

Approval of
Financial
Statements

One commenter stated that while section 93 of Regulation 1015, which
would be revoked under the Rule, included a requirement whereby
evidence of signatures signified the approval of financial statement s, the
Rule was silent about this issue. The commenter asked the CSA to
clarify this discrepancy.

The Companion Policy advises that there is no
requirement of signatures to signify approval of financial
statements.

One commenter noted the requirement that the Board of Directors must

The Rule now requires the Board of Directors to approve
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‘approve’ the annual Management Reports Of Fund Performance and
financial statements and ‘review’ the proposed quarterly Management
Reports Of Fund Performance and interim financial statements.
Considering the recent increase in insurance provisions and premiums
(40% year-over-year), the commenter was concerned about the net
effect of the ‘approval’ requirement on the insurance premiums.

Responses

all management reports and financial statements. We are
unable to speak to the impact if any that this requirement
in isolation would have on insurance premiums.

One commenter found the requirement of Board review of interim
financial statements unnecessary.
Commending
British
Columbia
Securities
Commission

One commenter thought NI 81-106 should be coupled with general
revisions to the disclosure rules relating to mutual funds.

Conflicts with
Other
Regulation

Two commenters suggested that the Rule not be adopted in isolation.
The commenters caused the CSA about the potential inconsistencies
between the Rule and National Instrument 51-102, National Instrument
54-101, corporate law as well as other regulatory proposals currently
under consideration (in particular, the proposals of the British Columbia
Securities Commission with respect to mutual fund regulation). In their
opinion, the multiplicity of related proposals with contradictory
positions reinforced the need to harmonize regulatory initiatives among
the provincial regulators.

This Rule is consistent with NI 51-102 with some
modifications for Investment Funds. We also believe that
we have resolved the conflicts between this Rule and NI
54-101.

One commenter pointed out an inconsistency between the Rule and one
of the amendments to the Ontario Securities Act that became effective
on November 26, 2002The commenter noted that the amendment to the
Act deleted the requirement that mutual funds in Ontario must
concurrently deliver to securityholders a copy of their annual and
interim financial statements filed with the Ontario Securities
Commission. The commenter stated that this amendment, which was
intended to facilitate early filings on SEDAR, conflicted with the Rule
to the extent that the Rule required financial statements to be sent to
securityholders concurrently with the filing of the same with the Ontario

The delivery requirements do not require concurrent
delivery. As a result of the enactment of an
implementing rule in Ontario there should be no longer
any conflict with the Rule.

The CSA has moved forward with this Rule with the
active participation of staff of the British Columbia
Securities Commission.

The commenter stated that the BCSC’s Continuous Disclosure
document outlined more practical requirements for the Annual
Information Form. The commenter encouraged the CSA to review
BCSC document and integrate it into the Rule.
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Securities Commission.

Interaction of
NI 81-106 with
Distribution
Requirements

One commenter referred to the Joint Forum of Financial Market
Regulators and stated the Forum was in the process of developing
guidelines that would address, amongst other things, disclosure
requirements for funds sold to capital accumulation plans. The
commenter suggested that the CSA should consider the Joint Forum’s
conclusions prior to implementation of the Rule.

The CSA will consider the conclusions reached by the
Joint Forum and make any necessary changes at a later
time.

One commenter noted that because of the requirement for an auditor’s
comfort letter on the unaudited interim financial statements of a mutual
fund when the interim financial statements were incorporated by
reference at the time a final simplified prospectus is filed, (see
Appendix A to NP 43-201 and paragraph 8.5(2) 3 of OSC Rule 41502.), many funds have structured the renewal (or “lapse”) date of a
prospectus so that the final simplified prospectus and annual
information form can be filed and become effective prior to the deadline
for filing the fund’s semi-annual interim financial statements. This
avoids the need for an auditor’s review of the interim financial
statements.

There are no longer quarterly management reports. There
has been no change to the auditor review requirements.
The CICA Handbook section 7110 now advises that an
auditor should perform review procedures established in
the CICA Handbook when unaudited financial
statements are included in an offering document.

The commenter believed that should the CSA require quarterly financial
statements, there would be a wave of renewal prospectuses to be filed in
the first quarter of the year (December 31 being a typical fiscal year
end) to avoid needing an auditor’s review of a mutual fund’s first
quarter interim financial statements. This commenter suggested the CSA
consider either deleting the auditor’s comfort letter requirement from
the list of renewal prospectus requirements or expanding the continuous
disclosure requirements to require an auditor’s review of the semiannual interim financial statements.
In this commenter’s opinion, the latter option would be consistent with
the comparable requirements for interim financial statements filed by an
issuer making a continuous distribution of securities under National
Instrument 44-102.
The New
Concept of
“Investment

One commenter raised concerns about the fact the Rule introduced the
concept of “investment funds” into regulation for the first time and

The investment fund definition is already in the
Securities Act (Ontario). Depending on the jurisdiction,
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“Investment
Fund”

Other
comments by
for Further
Regulatory
Requirements

Comments

believed this to be premature. The commenter acknowledged that the
OSC was, in consultation with industry participants, undertaking a
review of the manner in which pooled investment vehicles were
regulated and that this review included a consideration of whether
regulation of “investment funds” was an appropriate approach. The
commenter suggested that the implementation of a new disclosure
regime await the outcome of the industry consultations.
The following are identified as areas for further regulatory
requirements by different commenters:
1. One commenter underscored the importance of securing the
independence of fund auditors from those of the parent firm,
when applicable, since the fund investors are quite distinct from
the parent firm (e.g. a bank).

Responses

the Rule either exempts pooled funds from all
requirements, or carves them out of a number of filing
provisions.

This is not the CSA’s role.

2. One commenter raised concerns about the lack of close match
between fund names, fund holdings and the designated
benchmark index. Accordingly, the commenter proposed that
funds be required to have at minimum, 80 percent of their
holdings in assets of certain character as suggested by the fund
name.

This is a NI 81-102 issue. This Rule deals with disclosure
only.

3. One commenter suggested that news releases, email alerts or
special mailings advising of fund mergers, acquisitions, name
changes, changes in fee structure, auditor changes and manager
changes be made within forty-eight hours.

Most securities legislation, and NI 51-102 require 10
days for a material change. We are not prepared to move
away from this standard at this time.

4. One commenter suggested that funds be required to have
available, upon request, key fund metrics, such as standard
deviation, Beta and Sharpe ratio.

The Rule establishes minimum standards. We are not
prepared to make this a requirement

5. One commenter would like to see a breakout of dividend and
interest income, as this is important for tax purposes and
planning.

See Form 81-106F1.

6. One commenter stated that investors, especially highly taxed
ones, would benefit from being provided with the calculation of
after-tax fund returns based on median Canadian tax rate or

This Rule maintains the current performance calculation,
which is total return. At this time we are not considering
after tax returns.
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maximum Ontario marginal tax rate.
7. One commenter suggested that notes to annual financial
statements include dollar amount and percentage of total
brokerage commissions paid to related parties and affiliates.

The annual information form currently requires
disclosure of brokerage arrangements with related or
affiliated entities and methods of allocating brokerage
business to such entities. The Rule requires disclosure of
the dollar amounts of commissions paid.

8. One commenter indicated that an asterisk should flag conflicted
portfolio holdings. (The commenter explained that a conflict
could arise because of work performed, such as corporate
financing, by a parent or an affiliated company over the previous
two years.)

Conflicts of Interest will be the subject of a separate
project.

9. Based on numerous investor surveys, one commenter suggested
that those investors who could not see the potential for
conflicted (“linked“) advice and the impact of trailers on the
MER of the Canadian mutual funds would benefit from the
visible and highlighted disclosure of trailers paid.

An investment fund must include the breakdown of
MER, including trailers, in the notes to the Financial
Statements.
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1.0. Introduction
1.1. Background
In this document, COMPAS reports on the fruits of a national survey (N>1000) among
past, present, and prospective mutual fund unit holders. The survey was undertaken on behalf of
the Ontario Securities Commission, acting in concert with and on behalf of its provincial
counterparts and the Canadian Securities Administrators. The context includes the discussions of
the securities administrators with respect to the securities practice of providing Management
Discussion and Analysis to shareholders as well as the draft Rule on investment fund, continuous
disclosure.
The proposed National Instrument 81-106 and the companion policy 81-106CP are a
standardized set of disclosure rules that address the need to provide more timely and useful
ongoing financial and non-financial information about an investment fund. The reforms are
intended to allow an average investor to better assess an investment fund’s performance,
position, and prospects.
1.2. Methodology
The present report is based on findings from quantitative or survey research rather than
qualitative research, of which the best known type if focus groups. Qualitative studies can make
vital contributions to the field of public opinion and consumer research. For example, focus
groups can be used very successfully to identify themes for subsequent quantitative research or
to assess physical products or reports. Quantitative or survey research is nonetheless superior for
measuring objectively where people stand on an issue.
The particular suitability of quantitative studies for measuring where people stand rests
on the following advantages:
q Unlike qualitative research, surveys are fully replicatable and
hence more objective and scientific because they are
implemented using detailed questionnaires rather than guides to
discussion, as used in focus groups
q Unlike group settings in qualitative research (e.g. focus groups),
surveys are immune to the contaminating effect of group
pressure, grouping thinking, group leaders, and the phenomenon
of social respectability
q Large sample surveys are far more immune than small group,
qualitative research to sampling error, the random error whereby
samples drawn from a universe of potential respondents reflect
with varying accuracy the opinions of the universe from which
they are drawn
q Because of their logistical efficiency, surveys are far less
expensive per participant/respondent, more representative, and
quicker to implement than qualitative studies such as focus
groups.
3
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In practice, samples of N=1000 are deemed accurate to within 3.2 percentage points 19
times out of 20. Interviews were undertaken by professional interviewers using computerassisted telephoning interviewing equipment, and were completed during the second half of
March, 2003. Sampling was proportional to the population of each province according to the
Census of Canada.
2.0. Fund Reports—Patterns of Satisfaction and Reading
2.1. Overall
The key themes explored in this section are patterns of weak satisfaction with fund
reports and low levels of reading. One factor in weak satisfaction and low intensity reading is a
somewhat widespread difficulty understanding reports. Another factor is that most fund owners
have a long-term perspective, and many see this as a reason to skim or sometimes overlook
reports.
Quebec fund owners present a special dilemma, characterized by a paradoxical
combination of a high inclination to doubt the believability of fund reports along with
comparatively high levels of satisfaction and reading by Canada-wide standards. The paradoxical
views of Quebecers reflect to some extent a pattern of paradoxicality that runs through Quebec’s
culture. Such paradoxicality is reflected, for example, in public misgivings about the role of
government alongside reliance on the provincial government to defend French-speaking Quebec
in the face of sundry economic, cultural, and linguistic challenges.
2.2. Weak Satisfaction with Current Mutual Fund Reporting
Past and present mutual fund holders in Canada are on average slightly satisfied with
current, mutual fund reporting methods. On a 5-point satisfaction scale, qualifying respondents
assign a mean score of 3.3 to their mutual fund reports. 1 The best that can be said about
satisfaction level is that those who are satisfied, scoring 4 or 5 on the 5-point scale, outnumber
2:1 those who are dissatisfied, scoring 1-2 on the scale, as shown in table 1.
The worst that can be said is that the average score, 3.3, is barely above the mid-point of
3.0. It is rare for customers to assign satisfaction scores as low as the mid-point on a satisfaction
scale. In studies of customer satisfaction with federal and Ontario provincial programs, we
typically find mean scores around 4 on 5-point scales. In practice, 54% score 3 or lower on the 5point scale of satisfaction with mutual fund reports.

1

“(Q8) [ASK ONLY IF CURRENTLY OR PREVIOUSLY OWNED FUNDS] How satisfied were you with the
mutual fund reports but NOT your personal statement of account that you received? [OPTIONAL] Please use a 5point scale where 1 means very dissatisfied and 5, very satisfied.”
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Table 1: “(8) [ASK ONLY IF CURRENTLY OR PREVIOUSLY OWNED
FUNDS] How satisfied were you with the mutual fund reports but NOT
your personal statement of account that you received? [OPTIONAL]
Please use a 5-point scale where 1 means very dissatisfied and 5, very
satisfied.”
Satisfaction with the mutual
fund reports but NOT your
personal statement of
account that you received

Mean

5

4

3

2

1

DNK

3.3

16

26

34

13

7

4

2.3. Quebecers and Atlantic Canadians the Most Satisfied
Mutual fund holders in Atlantic Canada (53% score a 5 or 4) and Quebec (50%) appear
most satisfied with their mutual fund reports while fund holders in B.C. (34%) and
Manitoba/Saskatchewan (35%) appear least satisfied. Fund holders in Alberta (43%) and Ontario
(41%) fall in between. Satisfaction does not appear to vary by other key demographic indicators
such as age, education, gender, income, or number of assets.
2.4. Moderate Levels of Reading
Paralleling the weak levels of satisfaction, reported above, is a pattern of moderate
reading of fund reports. Only 15% of fund holders report reading “all of them carefully” while
another 21% read “some of them carefully and glanced at others” for a grand total of 36% who
read at least some reports carefully, as shown in table 2. By contrast, a grand total of 32% report
skimming some reports at most.
Overall, the data lend themselves to a moderate interpretation of the importance of fund
reports to unit holders as measured by how widely and intensively they read such reports. The
data can be used to repudiate the extreme view that fund reports are essentially ignored along
with the equally extreme but opposite view that unit holders hang on every word in them. The
fact that only 6% claim not to have read any reports discredits the jaundiced view that unit
holders do not read these reports. On the other hand, the fact that only 36% claim to have read at
least some carefully discredits the Alice-in-Wonderland view that unit holders hang on every
word in them.
Table 2: (Q9) [ASK ONLY IF CURRENTLY OR PREVIOUSLY OWNED
FUNDS] “People say that they are sometimes too busy to do what they
would like to do. Thinking of the mutual fund reports that you receive but
NOT your personal statement of account, which of the following
statements best describes how you treat them?” [NOT ROTATION]
You read all of them very carefully
You read some of them carefully and glanced at the others

%
15
21
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%
31
16
10
6
1

You skimmed through most of them
You skimmed through some of them
You did not bother with most of them
You looked at none of them
DNK/NO RESPONSE
2.5. Dissatisfaction Linked to Non-Reading and Difficulty Comprehending

Following a pattern that resembles a truism, fund holders who tend to read their reports
tend to be satisfied with them, as shown in table 3. Meanwhile those who tend not to read them
express dissatisfaction. In practice, those who read carefully all (mean 3.5; 50% top two box) or
some (mean 3.6; 57% top two box) of their reports display significantly higher satisfaction levels
than those who do not bother with most of their reports (mean 2.9; 27% top two box). Those who
skim through most (mean 3.3; 40% top two box) or some (mean 3.3; 38% top two box) of their
mutual fund reports fall in between careful readers and non-readers in terms of satisfaction.
Table 3: Satisfaction by Reading:
Satisfaction Appears to Rise with Frequency of Reading Reports

You read all of them very carefully
You read some of them carefully and glanced at the others
You skimmed through most of them
You skimmed through some of them
You did not bother with most of them
You looked at none of them
DNK/NO RESPONSE

Mean
Satisfaction
Score
3.5
3.6
3.3
3.3
2.9
3.1
2.3

Top Two
Box
(% 5 or 4)
50
57
40
38
27
24
11

Pinpointing the link between satisfaction and reading intensity is a bit of a chicken-andegg problem. Causality probably runs both ways. In defence of the authors of fund reports, it is
probably fair to say that fund holders would become more satisfied if they invested more effort
and actually spent more time reading them. A public spirited advertising and promotion program
encouraging fund holders to read their material would probably make some sense.
Such an advertising and promotion program would be essential, especially to the extent
that regulators wish unit holders to increasingly turn to www.sedar.com for their reporting needs.
As reported elsewhere herein, unit holders are almost universally unaware of the existence of the
regulators’ website. Furthermore, as also reported elsewhere in this document, unit holders are
not heavy Internet users.
There is nonetheless some evidence that a widespread difficulty understanding fund
reports depresses both reading and satisfaction. Some unit holders read the reports rarely or not
at all because, according to their own testimony, they are too busy or the reports are not
6
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important to the m. Other unit holders read the reports rarely or not at all because the reports are
too difficult to understand or not entirely believable, they say. In practice, satisfaction is higher
among those who are too busy (mean of 3.3) or who do not deem the reports of particular
importance (3.4) than among those who have trouble understanding them (3.1) or don’t find
them believable (3.1). The differences are not large but they are statistically significant. 2 By this,
we mean that the differences are sufficiently large given the sample of N=1000 that we can be
certain that these differences are real and not a byproduct of mere chance alone. Though true and
not the result of sampling accident, the differences are nonetheless not huge.
In practice, the main reason for skimming rather than careful reading is a perception of
mutual funds as long-term investments, as shown in table 4. Among the 85% of current and past
fund owners who do not read all of their reports carefully, 84% attribute their lack of fastidious
reading to their treatment of funds as long-term investments. In second and third positions are the
explanations that the respondent is a very busy person (73%) or reports are too long (67%). A
sizeable number, half of unit holders (48%), say that the reports are too difficult to understand.
Fewer than a third attribute their lack of fastidious reading to the idea that the report is not
important (32%) or not entirely believable (31%).
Table 4: (Q10) [ASK ONLY IF CURRENTLY OR PREVIOUSLY OWNED
FUNDS. IF OTHER THAN ANSWER 1 IN THE PRECEDING
QUESTION]3 “Please tell me which of the following reasons explains why
you did not read the mutual fund reports very carefully.” [ROTATE;
RECORD YES/NO FOR EACH THAT APPLIES]

You see mutual funds as a very long-term investment
You are a very busy person
The reports are too long
The reports are too difficult to understand
The reports are not useful for comparing one fund with another
The reports are not important to you
The reports are not entirely believable

Percent
agreeing
with each
statement
84
73
67
48
43
32
31

From a reputational perspective, the fund industry might well choose to invest
substantially in making its reports more easily understood. Doing so would almost certainly drive
up satisfaction levels and may also draw monies from competing forms of investment. It is
axiomatic than clients tend to move their investments or purchases from options with which they
are moderately or stably satisfied to options with which their satisfaction is growing.
2

Significant at the 95% level.
The question was asked of the 85% of current or past unit holders who did not say that “they read all of them
[reports] very carefully.”
3
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2.6. Special Credibility Problem in Quebec
The fund industry might do well to invest for the purpose of increasing the confidence of
Quebecers in their industry. More than other Canadians, Quebec fund holders are apt to say that
they are un- inclined to read carefully all the reports that they receive because these reports are
not entirely believable—45% among Quebec respondents vs. 46% in second-place Sask/Man,
31% nationally, and a low of 19% in Alberta.
Quebecers’ skepticism about the credibility of fund reports should be treated on its own
merits. The tendency of Quebecers to find fund reports unbelievable should not be attributed to
either a special difficulty comprehending reports or to a lack of experience reading them.
Quebecers are no more likely than Canadians as a whole to explain their lack of fastidious
reading to a difficulty understanding fund reports—46% vs. 48% nationally (Q10). Quebecers
are no less apt to read fund reports with care (Q9). Indeed, 45% of Quebecers read at least some
reports carefully compared to 36% nationally and a low of 30% in Alberta.
2.7. Two Types of Non-Readers: the Less Satisfied vs. the Less Interested
We reported above that low satisfaction is related to non- or low intensity reading and
perhaps ultimately to difficulty comprehending reports. By the logic presented earlier, difficulty
understanding fund reports leads to both low rates of reading and low satisfaction levels.
In the present section, we broaden our analysis of the drivers of low intensity reading by
distinguishing between two types of fund holders:
q The less satisfied—those who attribute their low intensity reading
to one or other weakness of the reports that they receive (see
table 5), and
q The less interested—those who attribute their low intensity
reading to considerations other than the nature of fund reports,
for example to the respondent’s own, long -term investment
horizon.
The less satisfied explain their low intensity reading in terms of such weaknesses of fund
reports as excessive length (68%), incomprehensib ility (48%), poor comparability (43%), and
low believability (31%). The less interested unit holders attribute their low intensity reading to
factors un-related to the content of fund reports. For example, the less interested may attribute
their low rate of reading to their view of mutual funds as long-term investments (85%).
Alternatively, the less interested may say that they are too busy to read the documents thoroughly
(74%), or they may acknowledge not considering the reports as particularly important (32%).
We compared the degree to which fund owners read fund reports with the reasons that
they give for skimming or not reading such reports carefully. Perceived reporting weaknesses are
the only factors that are related statistically to reading intensity. In particular, respondents who
did not bother looking at most reports are significantly more apt to say that their non-reading was
explained by the fact that fund reports are
q too difficult to understand (66% vs. 48% among all fund holders),
q too long (81% vs. 68%), and
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q not useful for comparing different funds (56% vs. 44%).
Among fund holders who looked at no reports, the lone statistically significant
relationship is with the propensity to say that reports are difficult to understand—58% among
fund holders who looked at no reports vs. 48% among all unit holders and 40% among those who
read carefully most reports.
Criticisms of report content are linked not only with the propensity not read them but also
with the propensity to assign them low satisfaction scores. Thus, those who say that the reports
are too difficult to understand or are not entirely believable are more apt to assign low
satisfaction scores than those who declare that the reports are not important to them or that they
are (just) too busy to read them, as shown in table 5.
Table 5: Satisfaction by Reasons for not Reading the Report Carefully
Satisfaction Scores Lower When Concerned about Report Content
Mean
satisfaction
The reports are not important to you
You see mutual funds as a very long-term
investment
You are a very busy person
The reports are too long
The reports are too difficult to understand
The reports are not useful for comparing one fund
with another
The reports are not entirely believable

3.4
3.3

Top Two
Box
(% 5 or 4)
42
42

3.3
3.2
3.1
3.1

42
39
31
32

3.1

31

2.8. Short -term Investors vs. Long-term Investors
The results of the preceding sections suggest that there are two distinct categories of
investors, namely short-term thinkers and long-term thinkers.
Short-term investors represent 16% of respondents. These fund holders think in terms of days,
weeks, or months. They tend to be younger, lower income, and asset- limited. Short-term
investors are disproportionately under 35 years of age (46% versus 26%), earn under $30,000
(25% vs. 12%) in annual income, and have less than $50,000 in assets (44% vs. 34%). They may
be less apt to hold any other type of investment apart from their mutual funds (e.g. 83% do not
have stocks versus 73% of long-term thinkers), and they seem disproportionately from Quebec
(34% versus 22% of long-term thinkers),
Most mutual fund holders (82%) are at least medium- term, if not long long-term, thinkers
who base their investment decisions on returns in years or decades.
Short-term thinkers are especially apt to read some or all of the reports carefully (52% versus
33% among long-term thinkers). Meanwhile, long-term-thinkers (i.e. those who think in terms of
years or decades) are especially apt to skim some or most of the reports (49% vs. 36%).
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Among the few non-readers (6%), long-term thinkers are especially apt to say they did
not read the reports because of their long-term outlook (86% vs. 70% among short-term thinkers)
as perhaps expected. Meanwhile, short-term thinkers are nominally more apt than long-term
thinkers to cite each of the remaining reasons for non-readership.
2.9. Ramifications
Several ramifications emerge:
q An important finding is that unit holders express weak satisfaction
with the quality of reporting that they receive. From this finding, it
follows that (a) the industry and its regulators have a shared
interest in enhancing the quality of reporting and (b) ambitious
industry players stand to gain competitive advantage by
improving and heralding the quality of their reports.
q Paralleling weak satisfaction is a pattern of low intensity report
reading. Most unit holders do not read carefully most, if any,
reports. Only 15% claim to read carefully all the reports that they
receive while 32% claim that they skim some of them at most.
Those who read reports with some frequency tend to be more
satisfied than those who do not. From this fact, it follows that unit
holders should be strongly encouraged to read the reports
provided to them even if such reports are not improved.
q One group of unit holders, whom we label the “less interested,”
claim not to read reports carefully because their perspective is
long-term. The ramifications from this finding are unclear. It may
be that special reports or special “reports within reports” ought to
be tailored to the interests of long-term investors.
q Another group of unit holders, whom we label the “less satisfied,”
claim not to read reports carefully because they find such
documents difficult to comprehend. Both the industry and its
regulators have an interest in transforming fund reports into
documents that their customers do find understandable.
q Quebec fund owners represent a special dilemma. They show
comparatively solid rates of report reading and satisfaction, and
yet show high levels of scepticism about the believability of such
reports. Both the industry and the Quebec regulator have an
interest in enhancing the confidence of Quebec unit holders in the
believability of fund reports.
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3.0. Reporting Practices—Patterns of Preference
3.1. Overview
This section explores unit holders’ views about many aspects of reporting, including ideal
content, frequency, and formatting. We also report on how unit holders feel about receiving
information on sister funds. Whatever their own actual reading practices, mutual fund investors
are information-hungry in that they definitely want a great deal of information especially the
minority who read their existing reports carefully. There is hardly an item of potential
information that would not be valued.
The average unit holder would welcome 5 page reports at least twice yearly, and would
find acceptable receiving information on sister funds.
3.2. Written Reports on “How the Fund as a Whole Has Done”—Widespread Desire
Except among the Elderly
Two-thirds of investors wo uld like to receive written analysis of overall fund
performance. In response to a direct prompt, 68% of past, present, and prospective fund holders
say they would like to be able to receive or have access to a report containing written analysis of
their fund as a whole, as shown in table 6. The question asked of respondents was as follows:
“Suppose you own a mutual fund in the future or manage one for someone close to you. Would
you like to be able to receive or have access to a report containing a written analysis of how the
fund as a whole has done?”
Table 6:“Suppose you own a mutual fund in the future or manage one for
someone close to you.” [ALL RESPONDENTS] Would you like to be able
to receive or have access to a report containing a written analysis of how
the fund as a whole has done? [PROMPT ONLY IF NECESSARY] [%]
ALL
Yes
No
DNK/REFUSED

68
30
2

<25K
assets4
77
23
1

>200K
assets
63
35
2

<35 35yrs 49
77
72
23
27
*
1

50- 65+
64
64 40
35 54
2
6

The desire for such reporting appears stronger among entry-level investors than
experienced ones. Thus, small investors (less than $ 25,000 in assets) may be more inclined than
large investors to want a written analysis of how the fund has performed—77% vs. 63%, as
shown in table 6. Age is an especially important driver of the desire for such reporting. Among
the youngest cohorts, 77% want such reporting. The desire for this kind of analysis declines
steadily to age 64, and then plummets to 40%, as shown in table 6.

4

Total assets part from respondent’s principal residence.
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In practice, most investors do want such reporting. The desire attenuates with investment
experience as measured by age and asset value. The attenuation with experience probably arises
because experience leads investors to look for other sources of information or to discount the
fund manager’s assessments. Infirmity is probably a special factor accounting for the unique
decline of interest among investors 65 years of age and older. The over-65 category is a broad
category that extends to unit holders in their 80’s and 90’s, by which time many become infirm.
3.3. What Information Has Value —All Information Highly Valued, Especially
Performance-Related Information
Though not all fund-owners read the information that they receive, it is the rare fundowner who does not want information, as shown in table 7. The most desired elements of
information relate in some fashion to performance measures, for example, year-over-year
performance numbers, fees and expenses, and disclosure of a fund’s best and worst returns.
Two elements of information are seen as less valuable than the others even if they are
nonetheless seen as valuable. These two elements are information on related party transactions
and changes in the portfolio manager or advisor.
The lower value assigned to these two elements of information may be attributable to
respondents’ not seeing or not understanding the potential long-term significance of these two
features of fund conduct. This interpretation is lent some credence by the fact that university
graduates assign more importance to information about related party transactions than do
investors with less than high school education—50% scoring 4-5 on the 5-point scale vs. 37% in
the case of the least educated segment.
Attitudes about the informational elements that are of value tend to be homogeneous or
random irrespective of demographic attribute (e.g. region, age) and financial characteristic (e.g.
assets, income). A primary exception is the tendency of investors with assets over $ 200,000 to
ascribe greater value to all elements of information than do investors as a whole. The proportions
of the most asset-rich investors assigning a score of “5” are
q 50% for the disclosure of a fund’s best and worst returns vs. 38%
among fund holders as a whole;
q 40% for how the fund invests assets vs. 32% among fund holders
as a whole;
q 46% for a discussion of how the fund has performed vs. 37%
among fund holders as a whole;
q 51% for information on year over year performance vs. 39%
among fund holders as a whole;
q 37% for management changes vs. 27% among fund holders as a
whole;
q 52% for management fees and expenses vs. 41% among fund
holders as a whole.
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Table 7: (Q12) “Please score each of the following types of information
that may be included in a report using a 5-point scale where 1 means not
at all valuable and 5, very valuable.” [ROTATE]
Year over year performance
numbers
Management fees and
expenses
Disclosure of a fund’s best
and worst returns
Discussion of how the fund
has performed
How the mutual fund unit
prices have changed during
the year
Details on current fund
holdings
How the mutual funds
invests assets, for example
stocks, bonds, or complex
financial instruments
Related party transactions,
for example where there
could be a conflict of interest
Changes in the manager or
portfolio advisor

Mean

5

4

3

2

1

DNK

4.0

39

32

17

5

6

2

3.9

41

24

18

8

7

3

3.9

38

28

20

6

5

3

3.8

37

27

22

7

5

2

3.8

36

27

22

7

6

3

3.8

33

30

23

6

5

3

3.8

32

28

25

8

5

3

3.4

27

21

23

11

12

7

3.3

27

20

24

15

12

3

The sustained tendency of asset-rich investors to see value in information suggests that
investors’ own characteristics are as important as the characteristics of fund reports in driving
attitudes towards these reports. Asset-rich investors see special value in information in part
because the size of their assets gives them more at stake. Yet, the fund-asset wealth of fund
holders does not drive all fund-related behaviour. For example, the most heavily fund-invested
segment is no more likely than unit holders as a whole to read carefully fund reports.
The only possible pattern of reading that is statistically linked to level of fund investment
is a hint of a tendency among those with the fewest fund assets to skim reports. Those with less
than $ 25,000 in mutual funds are more likely than respondents as a whole to say that they skim
through most of the reports—42% vs. 31%. However, those with less than $ 25,000 in mutual
funds do not differ from the population of fund investors in any of the other categories of
skimming, reading, and ignoring fund reports.
While investors with large fund portfolios assign the most value to different elements of
information, those who ignore fund reports assign the least value to these same elements. For
example, 17% of those who looked at no reports assigned a value of “1” to disclosure of a fund’s
best and worst years compared to 5% among unit holders as a whole.
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The tendency of non-readers to assign low value to the various elements of information
may amount to a truism or near tautology. Indeed, the relationship between non-reading and
perceived low value may be reciprocal. On the one hand, those who do not value the information
do not bother to read, thereby acting in a pattern that is consistent with their perceptions of value.
On the other hand, those who do read come to appreciate the value of what they have read.
The following are some partial patterns of assigning value to elements of information:
q those who read all reports carefully see much value in information
on how funds invest their assets—46% scoring “5” vs. 32%
among fund holders as a whole;
q the elderly are more likely not to know how much value to assign
to any particular element of information, and they also assign less
value to information about management fees—25% bottom-2 box
vs. 14% among unit holders as a whole.
3.4. Desired Frequency and Length of Reporting—5 pp. at Least Twice Yearly;
Promotional Material on Sister Funds Acceptable
Fund holders want reports that average 5.4 pages in length5 , at least twice yearly, as
shown in table 8. Respondents were asked twice about the ideal frequency of reporting, initially
without reference to the extra cost of preparing such materials and subsequently with such a
reminder. 6 Reminding respondents of the “potential cost to investors” predictably reduces
enthusiasm for frequent mailings, but by a small margin. Thus, 41% want a mailing at least four
times year prior to being reminded of the cost implications; this drops to32% after such a
reminder. The proportion wanting a report at least twice yearly diminishes from 74% to 66%.
One particular issue is whether information on sister funds should be included in mailings
to fund holders. Fund holders are neither enthusiastic about receiving such material nor opposed,
as shown in table 9. A key factor in their ambivalence is that it is difficult for them to offer an
opinion prior to being shown the precise kinds of information that they would receive. 7
Though fund investors are relatively homogeneous in their views on these informational
matters, some variation nonetheless emerges. Those who patiently read very carefully all the
reports that come their way desire longer and more frequent reports than fund investors as a
whole. For such careful readers, the ideal length is almost 7 pages (6.8). By comparison, those
who look at no reports would prefer fewer than 3 pages (2.7). Quebecers (7.7 pages) are more
accepting of longer documents.

5

Based on 93% response; 7% DNK.
See the ensuing footnote for the precise wording of the question that reminds respondents of the cost.
7
Unit holders’ attitudes towards information on sister funds may parallel the public’s general attitudes towards
advertising. Most newspaper readers bemoan the volume of advertising in newspapers while at the same time select
the newspapers to which they subscribe at least in part because of the particular advertising information that they
can count on seeing in the chosen paper.
6
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Table 8: (Q15) “How often would you like to receive or be able
to have access to these reports?”(%)

Monthly
4 times a year
Twice a year
Once a year
DNK/REFUSED

Frequency Desires…
With no mention of cost With a prefatory mention
(Q15)
of cost 8 (Q16)
12
10
29
22
33
34
24
30
3
3

Table 9: (Q14) “Mutual fund companies sometimes send out information
on their other mutual funds in addition to information on your own fund.”
[IF ONLY A PROSPECTIVE FUND HOLDER, PREFACE WITH]
“Thinking ahead when you would own mutual fund units…”
[ALL RESPONDENTS] Is this information… [ROTATE]
That you definitely don’t want to receive
That you don’t really want but don’t object to receiving
That you would want to receive
DNK/REFUSED

%
29
45
23
3

Those who read all their reports with some care are information-hungry. They not only
want longer documents but they also wish to receive them more frequently—61% favouring
documents at least four times a year vs. 41% with that view among fund investors as a whole.
They also want information on sister funds—40% actively desire such information vs. 23%
among unit holders as a whole. Among careful readers, 74% either desire or would accept
receiving reports on sister funds compared to 68% among unit holders as a whole. Meanwhile,
the segment most averse to receiving information on sister funds is the elderly—47% vs. 29%
among unit holders as a whole.
3.5. Canadians Want Tra nsparency and Consistency
In a reflection of the comparatively open character of Canada’s national political culture,
fund holders want transparency and consistency in fund reports. In particular, they want fund
holders to be reminded annually and not just at the time of their initial investment that they are
entitled to request reports to be mailed, as shown in table 10.
The viewpoint of whether unit holders should be informed of a mailing option annually
or just once is affected mainly by the degree to which unit holders are information- hungry. Those
8

Q16 “Recognizing that the more frequent the reporting, the higher the potential cost to investors in the fund, how
often would you like to receive or be able to have access to these reports?”
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who read all their reports carefully definitely want an annual reminder of the mailing option—
71% vs. 64% among respondents as a whole. Meanwhile, those who do not read or skim most of
the documents that they receive are the segment most inclined to the view that investors should
be informed only at the time of initial purchase—42% vs. 31% among unit holders as a whole.

Table 10: (Q21A) “Suppose annual statements and reports are only
mailed if requested, should mutual funds have to tell fund investors that
they can ask for the reports to be mailed?” [NO ROTATION]
Every year
Only at the time of investment
DNK/REFUSED

%
64
31
4

Table 11: (Q20) “Mutual funds will be required to post on their websites
their reports and financial statements. Keeping in mind the cost of mailing
information and therefore the potential cost to investors in the fund, please
tell me which of the following opinion is closest to your own.”
%
Annual financial statements and reports should only be
mailed if requested since they are all posted on the
internet and are available by other means.
Annual financial statements and reports should be
automatically mailed out to all mutual fund holders
because these reports are so important for fund holders
to have.
DNK/REFUSED

52

45
3

While respondents are reasonably certain that unit holders ought to be told annually of
their right to report mailings, they are divided about whether such reports should be mailed out
automatically or only on request. As shown in table 11, 52% feel that they should be mailed out
only on request while 45% take the view that they should be mailed out automatically. In the
wording of the question, respondents were reminded twice of the cost implications of mail-outs.
They were asked to keep “in mind the cost of mailing information and therefore the potential
cost to investors in the fund.” Had respondents not been reminded of the cost implications,
advocates of automatic mailings might have formed a small majority instead of constituting a
very large minority.
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Table 12: (Q22) “As you may know, mutual funds own shares of
companies and can vote at meetings of these companies. Funds are not
currently required to report how they vote. Keeping in mind the potential
cost of preparing such reports, should the mutual fund have to report to
unit holders?”
[NO ROTATION]
How they vote on all issues
How they vote on major issues like corporate takeovers
or moving the company head office
Should they be free not to report how they vote
DNK/REFUSED

%
21
48
24
7

Table 13: (Q21B) One issue is whether the securities commissions should
require all the funds to use almost identical formats for their reports.
Which of the following opinions is closer to your own? [ROTATE]
Funds should be required to use identical reporting
formats so that investors will find it easy to compare the
performance of different mutual funds
Funds should NOT be required to use identical formats
because they will all end
DNK/REFUSED

%
67

26
7

In a similar spirit of transparency, fund holders wish funds to be required to report on
how they vote at meetings of companies whose shares they own. A clear majority wants a
requirement for funds to at least report on “how they vote on major issues like corporate
takeovers or moving the company head office,” as shown in table 12. A fifth (21%) want a
requirement for reporting on all votes while half (48%) want a requirement for reporting on
major votes for a grand total of 69%.
Unit holders desire not only transparency but consistency as well. Two-thirds favour
requiring funds “to use identical reporting formats so that investors will find it easy to compare
the performance of different mutual funds,” as shown in table 13.
3.6. Demographic Uniformity Except for Quebecers’ Reservations about a Uniform Format
Canadians’ preferences for reporting practices vary hardly at all according to age, gender,
region, and other demographic attributes. A notable exception is the mixed view among
Quebecers about a uniform reporting format. Quebecers are the only demographic segment
among whom support for using identical reporting formats does not exceed 50%. Among
Quebecers, 46% favour uniform reporting formats while 39% oppose them, as compared to 67%
and 26% among unit holders as a whole.
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3.7. Ramifications
The main findings and concomitant ramifications are as follows:
q From the evidence of a widespread desire for reports on how
their fund has performed, it follows that such reports should
indeed be provided, ideally in the form of 5 page documents
made available at least twice yearly according to the data
emerging from this survey;
q From the evidence of some unique reservations among the
elderly, it follows the such reports should be designed to be user
friendly to the elderly, for example, by utilizing larger font;
q All the various content elements explored in this study elicited
very high or somewhat high enthusiasm. From these findings, it
follows that fund reports should indeed satisfy unit holders’ thirst
for such information.
q From the evidence that unit holders are not quite as interested in
information on related party transactions and change of manager,
it follows that institutions engaged in investor education should
seek to explain to business journalists and their audiences the
significance and value of such information;
q Given the findings from this study, a persuasive message
addressed to investors might highlight the fact that asset-rich
investors are information-hungry, and they want to know
everything they can find out about their funds—from their year to
year performance records to their management fees and changes
in management;
q From the evidence of unit holders’ desire for transparency in
reporting, it follows that unit holders should be reminded annually
of their right to mailed reports and funds should be required to
report on how they vote on significant issues at meetings of
companies that they own;
q From the evidence of divided opinion about whether mailings
should be automatic or optional, it follows that such mailings
should probably be optional; however, given that www.sedar.com
awareness is negligible and Internet access and use are
moderate at present but growing, it may be sensible for
regulators to consider the possibility of automatic mailings for the
short-term, optional mailings for the medium -term, and no
mailings for the long -term;
q From the evidence of unit holders’ desire for reporting
consistency, especially outside Quebec, it follows that the
industry on its own or under regulatory supervision should
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consider introducing some uniform formatting in reports to unit
holders.
4.0. Delivery Channel
4.1. Unit Holders Web-Averse and Unaware of www.Sedar.com
Unit holders’ strong support for annual reminders about the availability of report mailings
may be rooted in a culture that is not strongly web-oriented or, at the very least, not strongly
oriented to using the web for mutual fund purposes. A clear majority (60%) have never visited a
website of their mutual fund, as shown in table 14. The overwhelming majority acknowledge
having never heard of the regulatory website, www.sedar.com: 89% no, 10%, and 1% not sure. 9
Table 14: (Q17) [ONLY PAST AND PRESENT FUND HOLDERS]
“Incidentally, how often in a typical year did you visit the website for your
fund?” [NO ROTATION; PROMPT ONLY IF NECESSARY]
%
60
12
11
6
6
3
2
1

Never
Once or Twice
Monthly
Weekly
Seasonally
Yearly
Daily
DNK/REFUSED

Among the small minority claiming to have heard of the sedar website, as many as 40%
admit not having ever visited it. Meanwhile, 33% say that they have visited the site once or
twice, 17% often, and 10% regularly. Of the 1001 unit holders participating in the national
survey, at most 60 have ever visited the site. Only 27 claim to have visited the site regularly or
often.
Unit holders’ comparative lack of exposure to fund-related sites can only be explained in
small part by limited access to the web. It is true that fifth (19%) of unit holders have no access
to the web. 10 Yet, the vast majority have some kind of access—31% at home, 19% at the office,
and 40% at both locations. Among the large majority with Internet access, an average of 7.3
hours per week is spent on the Internet. 11 Only a small portion of this time is devoted to
investment-related information-seeking. Respondents report that they devote 6.9% of their

9

The question was as follows: “All mutual funds post their reports on a special website called
sedar.com (PRONOUNCED SEE-DAR). Are you aware of this website?”
10
(Q26) “Do you personally have access to the Internet?”
11
(Q27) “How many hours a week, if at all, do you spend on the Internet?”
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weekly Internet time or 30.2 minutes to seeking investment-related information in general and
4.7% of their time or 20.6 minutes to seeking mutual fund-related information. 12
Patterns of web usage and web awareness parallel patterns of report reading. Those unit
holders who do not read reports tend also to never visit the website of their fund—75% vs. 60%
among unit holders as a whole. In a similar spirit, not one respondent who looked at no report
was aware of the sedar.com site. Thus, 100% of complete non-readers are unaware of the
regulator site. Among those who read every report, the corresponding proportion is 81%.
4.2. Ramifications
From the evidence of low visits to fund-related websites and from the evidence of
pervasive unawareness of www.sedar.com, it follows that the industry, the business media,
and/or the regulators should launch a messaging campaign to educate investors about the fundrelated sources of information available on the web.

5.0. Investor Behaviour and Channels of Communication
5.1. Overview
In this section, the COMPAS research team reports on the time horizon of unit holders,
the likely impact on their investing behaviour if they received detailed fund reports a lot more
frequently, and the channels of communication upon which they depend for making their fundrelated decisions. In practice, unit holders do think in the long-term, and would increase the ir
investments in mutual funds if they received more intensive reporting. With respect to channel of
communication, unit holders rely more on their financial advisors, the perceived track record of
their fund, and the reputation of their mutual fund company than they do on newspapers of any
kind.

5.2. Mutual Fund Holders Think Long-Term
We reported above in section 2.6 that investors who skim or do not read their fund
reports often attribute this inattention to their long time-horizons. Indeed, the overwhelming
majority (82%) of unit holders think in years or decades, as shown in table 15.
Table 15: (Q23) “At this point, I’d like to ask some background questions
for statistical purposes. When you think of investments and their returns,
do you think mainly in terms of…“
%
12

These figures are likely over-estimates, In the context of a survey on mutual funds, many respondents might
conclude that it would be disrespectful to indicate that they spend 2% or less of their Internet time on fund-related
matters. A concern not to be rude or offensive might well motivate respondents to inflate slightly their estimated
allocation of time to fund matters.
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%
16
66
12
3
1
2

Decades
Years
Months
Weeks
Days
DNK/REFUSED

5.3. Increased Reporting Would Increase Transactions
More frequent reporting to unit holders may well stimulate more transactions in funds but
marginally at most, according to respondents’ testimony. Fund investors were asked:
“Suppose[ing] mutual funds provided detailed reports a lot more frequently than they do now,
would you buy or sell funds a lot more than otherwise, somewhat more, somewhat less, or a lot
less?” As responses to the question, increased transactions are more frequent than reduced
transactions by a factor of about 3:2—30% vs. 19%, as shown in table 16. The proportion saying
that they would transact a lot less is nominally higher than the proportion saying a lot more than
otherwise (7% vs. 5%).

Table 16: (Q24) “Suppose mutual funds provided detailed reports a lot
more frequently than they do now, would you buy or sell funds“
%
5
25
47
12
7
5

A lot more than otherwise
Somewhat more
UNPROMPTED: no change
Somewhat less
A lot less
DNK/REFUSED

5.4. Channels and Factors —Advisors, Fund Performance Records, Fund Company
Reputations, Not Newspapers
From the perspective of communicating to unit holders, some channels and factors are
dramatically more effective than others. Unit holders’ financial advisors rank at the very top with
49% of respondents assigning this category the highest possible score, 5. At the bottom with a
maximum of 14% scoring 5 on the 5-point scale are investment newsletters, national and local
newspapers, and their websites.
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Table 17: (Q25) “Please rate each of the following factors in terms of their
importance to you when thinking of a mutual fund investment, using a 5point scale where 1 means unimportant and 5, very important.“ [ROTATE]
Your financial advisor or
broker
The individual fund’s record
of performance
The general reputation of an
individual fund company
A mutual fund’s financial
statements
The holdings of a mutual
fund
The management expense
ratio
The general reputation of a
specific fund rather than the
fund company as a whole
The mutual fund prospectus
Newsletters or magazines on
investing
The websites of national
business newspapers
Local newspapers
National business
newspapers

Mean

5

4

3

2

1

DNK

4.1

49

28

13

3

6

2

4.1

43

32

16

4

4

2

4.0

41

31

17

6

3

2

3.9

38

30

19

7

4

2

3.8

32

32

22

8

4

3

3.7

30

27

25

9

6

3

3.7

27

31

27

7

5

3

3.5

21

28

31

10

7

4

2.9

11

20

34

16

17

1

2.8

14

19

23

15

26

3

2.8

14

16

27

16

24

2

2.8

12

17

29

19

21

2

Unit holders are relatively homogeneous in their assessments of the importance to these
different channels of communication and factors in their thinking, albeit with the following
exceptions:
q Information-hungry unit holders, those who read carefully all their
fund reports, tend to assign higher importance scores to all
channels and factors than do other unit holders;
q Paradoxically, Quebecers place slightly more emphasis on
national (English-language) business newspapers, 40%
assigning scores of 4 or 5 compared to 30% among unit holders
as a whole;
q Short-term investors think disproportionately in terms of business
newspaper websites.
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5.5. Ramifications
For the fund industry and its regulators, the main ramifications are that increased
reporting would likely be a magnet for increased transactions and financial advisors are the most
potent conduit or channel for transmitting information to unit holders.
6.0. Conclusion
The key ramifications from this study of unit holders are as follows:
q the industry and its regulators have a shared interest in
enhancing the quality of reporting, and ambitious industry players
stand to gain competitive advantage by improving and heralding
the quality of their reports;
q Even in the absence of actual improvements in the readability
and usefulness of fund reports, an advertising and promotion
campaign to encourage unit holders to read their reports would
likely increase satisfaction with such reports in light of the
evidence that those who read more intensively are also more
satisfied than those who read less intensively;
q Unit holders are not enormously satisfied with the quality of fund
reporting, from which we conclude that both the industry and its
regulators have an interest in transforming fund reports into
documents that their customers find increasingly understandable
and useful;
q From the evidence of a widespread desire for reports on how
their fund has performed, it follows that such reports should
indeed be provided, ideally in the form of 5 page documents
made available at least twice yearly according to the data
emerging from this survey;
q From the evidence of some unique reservations among the
elderly, it follows the such reports should be designed to be user
friendly to the elderly, for example, by utilizing larger font;
q All the various content elements explored in this study elicited
very high or somewhat high enthusiasm. From these findings, it
follows that fund reports should indeed satisfy unit holders’ thirst
for such information;
q From the evidence that unit holders are not quite as interested in
information on related party transactions and changes of
manager, it follows that institutions engaged in investor education
should seek to explain to business journalists and their audiences
the significance and value of such information;
q Given the findings from this study, a persuasive message
addressed to investors might highlight the fact that asset-rich
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q

q

q

q

q
q

investors are information-hungry, and they want to know
everything they can find out about their funds—from their year to
year performance records to their management fees and changes
in management;
From the evidence of unit holders’ desire for transparency in
reporting, it follows that unit holders should be reminded annually
of their right to mailed reports, and funds should be required to
report on how they vote on significant issues at meetings of
companies that they own;
From the evidence of divided opinion about whether mailings
should be automatic or optional, it follows that such mailings
should probably be optional; however, given that www.sedar.com
awareness is negligible and Internet access and use are
moderate at present but growing, it may be sensible for
regulators to consider the possibility of automatic mailings for the
short-term, optional mailings for the medium -term, and no
mailings for the long -term;
From the evidence of unit holders’ desire for reporting
consistency, especially outside Quebec, it follows that the
industry on its own or under regulatory supervision should
consider introducing some uniform formatting in reports to unit
holders;
From the evidence of low visits to fund -related websites and from
the evidence of pervasive unawareness of www.sedar.com, it
follows that the industry, the business media, and/or the
regulators should launch a messaging campaign to educate
investors about the fund-related sources of information available
on the web;
Findings from this COMPAS survey of unit holders suggest that
increased reporting might increase transactions, albeit marginally
at most.
Financial advisors are likely the most potent conduit or channel
for transmitting information to unit holders.
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APPENDIX C
NATIONAL INSTRUMENT 81-101
MUTUAL FUND PROSPECTUS DISCLOSURE,
FORM 81-101F1 CONTENTS OF SIMPLIFIED PROSPECTUS AND
FORM 81-101F2 CONTENTS OF ANNUAL INFORMATION FORM
AMENDMENT INSTRUMENT

1.
National Instrument 81-101 Mutual Fund Prospectus Disclosure is amended by this
Instrument.
2.

Section 3.1 is amended by adding the following after paragraph 3:
“4. The most recently filed annual management report of fund performance of the
mutual fund that was filed either before or after the date of the simplified prospectus.
5. The most recently filed interim management report of fund performance of the
mutual fund that was filed before or after the date of the simplified prospectus and
that pertains to a period after the period to which the annual management report of
fund performance then incorporated by reference in the simplified prospectus
pertains.”.

3. Form 81-101F1 Contents of Simplified Prospectus is amended
(a) by repealing the third bullet point in Item 3.1 of Part A and substituting the following:
“• Additional information about the Fund is available in the following
documents:
• the Annual Information Form,
• the most recently filed annual financial statements,
• any interim financial statements filed after those annual financial
statements,
• the most recently filed annual management report of fund performance,
and
• any interim management report of fund performance filed after that annual
management report of fund performance.
These documents are incorporated by reference into this Simplified Prospectus,
which means that they legally form part of this document just as if they were
printed as a part of this document. You can get a copy of those documents, at
your request, and at no cost, by calling [toll- free/collect] [insert the toll- free
telephone number or telephone number where collect calls are accepted, as
required by section 3.4 of the Instrument], or from your dealer.”.

-2(b) by repealing the third bullet point in Item 3.2 of Part A and substituting the following:
“• Additional information about each Fund is available in the following
documents:
• the Annual Information Form,
• the most recently filed annual financial statements,
• any interim financial statements filed after those annual financial
statements,
• the most recently filed annual management report of fund performance,
and
• any interim management report of fund performance filed after that annual
management report of fund performance.
These documents are incorporated by reference into this document, which means
that they legally form part of this document just as if they were printed as a part of
this document. You can get a copy of those documents, at your request, and at no
cost, by calling [toll- free/collect] [insert the toll- free telephone number or
telephone number where collect calls are accepted, as required by section 3.4 of
the Instrument], or from your dealer.”.
(c) by repealing Items 8 and 11 of Part B.
(d) in Item 13 of Part B by:
(i) repealing Item 13.1;
(ii) repealing subsection 13.2(1) and substituting the following:
“(1) Under the heading “Fund Expenses Indirectly Borne by Investors”,
provide an example of the share of the expenses of the mutual fund indirectly
borne by investors, containing the information and based on the assumptions
described in (2).”; and
(iii)repealing subsection 13.2(4) and substituting the following:
“(4) The management expense ratio used in calculating the disclosure provided
under this Item should be the management expense ratio calculated in accordance
with Part 15 of National Instrument 81-106 Investment Fund Continuous
Disclosure.”.
4.

Form 81-101F2 Contents of Annual Information Form is amended
(a) in Item 12 by adding the following after subsection (5):

-3“(6) Unless the mutual fund invests exclusively in non-voting securities, describe the
policies and procedures that the mutual fund follows when voting proxies relating
to portfolio securities including
(a) the procedures followed when a vote presents a conflict between the interests
of securityholders and those of the mutual fund’s manager, portfolio adviser,
or any affiliate or associate of the mutual fund, its manager or its portfolio
adviser;
(b) any policies and procedures of the mutual fund’s portfolio adviser, or any
other third party, that the mutual fund follows, or that are followed on the
mutual fund’s behalf, to determine how to vote proxies relating to portfolio
securities.
State that the complete policies and procedures that the mutual fund follows when
voting proxies relating to portfolio securities is available on request, at no cost, by
calling [toll- free/collect call telephone number] or by writing to [address].
(7) State that the mutual fund’s proxy voting record for the most recent 12 month
period ended June 30 is available free of charge to any securityholder of the
mutual fund upon request at any time after 60 days following the end of the
period to which the proxy voting record pertains.
INSTRUCTION:
The disclosure of the mutual fund’s proxy voting policies and procedures must
address the requirements of section 10.2 of National Instrument 81-106 Investment
Fund Continuous Disclosure. The proxy voting record provided to securityholders
must comply with the requirements of section 10.3 of National Instrument 81-106.”.
(b) by adding the following Instruction at the end of Item 15:
”INSTRUCTION:
The disclosure required under Item 15(1) regarding executive compensation for
management functions carried out by employees of a mutual fund must be made in
accordance with the disclosure requirements of Form 51-102F6 Statement of
Executive Compensation.”
5. This Instrument comes into force on the date that National Instrument 81-106 Investment
Fund Continuous Disclosure comes into force.
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COMPANION POLICY 81-101CP
MUTUAL FUND PROSPECTUS DISCLOSURE
AMENDMENT INSTRUMENT

1.
Companion Policy 81-101CP Mutual Fund Prospectus Disclosure is amended by this
Instrument.
2.

Section 2.2 is amended by deleting subsection 2.2(2) and substituting the following:
“(2) The approach of the Instrument is to give investors a choice of the amount of
information that they wish to consider before making a decision about investing in the
mutual fund. Investors will have the option of purchasing the mutual fund's securities
after reviewing the information in the simplified prospectus only or after requesting
and reviewing the annual information form, financial statements or management
reports of fund performance incorporated by reference into the simplified
prospectus.”.

3.

Section 2.4 is deleted and substituted by the following :
“2.4 Financial Statements and Management Reports of Fund Performance –
The Instrument contemplates that the mutual fund’s most recently audited financial
statements, and any interim statements filed after those audited statements, as well as
the mutual fund’s most recently filed annual management report of fund performance,
and any interim management report of fund performance filed after that annual
management report, will be provided upon request to any person or company
requesting them. Like the annual information form, these financial statements and
management reports of fund performance are incorporated by reference into the
simplified prospectus. The result is that future filings will be incorporated by
reference into the simplified prospectus, while superseding the financial statements
and management reports of fund performance previously filed.”

4.

Section 7.5 is deleted.

5.

Section 8.2 is deleted and substituted by the following:
“8.2 Portfolio Advisers – The AIF Form requires disclosure concerning the extent to
which investment decisions are made by particular individuals employed by a
portfolio adviser, or by committee, and requires in section 10.3(3)(b) of the AIF Form
that certain specified information be given about those individuals principally
responsible for the investment portfolio of the mutual fund. Part 11 of National
Instrument 81-106 Investment Fund Continuous Disclosure requires a simplified
prospectus to be amended if a material change occurs in the affairs of the mutual
fund. Reference is made to section 7.4 of Companion Policy 81-102CP Mutual Funds
for a discussion of when a departure of a high-profile individual from a portfolio

-5adviser of a mutual fund may constitute a material change for the mutual fund.
Mutual funds should consider these provisions if and when they encounter the
departure of such a person from a portfolio adviser. If such a departure is not a
material change for the mutual fund, then there is no requirement for an amendment
to a simplified prospectus, subject to the general requirement that a simplified
prospectus contain full, true and plain disclosure about the mutual fund.”
6. This Instrument comes into force on the date that National Instrument 81-106 Investment
Fund Continuous Disclosure comes into force.

APPENDIX D
NATIONAL INSTRUMENT 81-102
MUTUAL FUNDS
AMENDMENT INSTRUMENT
1.

National Instrument 81-102 Mutual Funds is amended by this Instrument.

2.

Section 1.1 is amended
(a)

by repealing the definition of "management expense ratio” and substituting the
following:
“management expense ratio” means the ratio, expressed as a percentage, of the
expenses of a mutual fund to its average net asset value, calculated in accordance
with Part 15 of National Instrument 81-106 Investment Fund Continuous
Disclosure;”;

(b)

by adding the following after the definition of “manager”:
“material change” has the meaning ascribed to that term in National Instrument
81-106 Investment Fund Continuous Disclosure;”;

(c)

by repealing the definition of "report to securityholders” and substituting the
following:
“report to securityholders” means a report that includes annual or interim
financial statements, or an annual or interim management report of fund
performance, and that is delivered to securityholders of a mutual fund;”;

(d)

by adding the following as Item 6 to paragraph (b) of the definition of “sales
communication”:
“6.

3.

Annual or interim management report of fund performance;”;

(e)

by repealing the definition of “significant change”; and

(f)

by repealing the definition of “timely disclosure requirements”.

Paragraph 5.1(g) is amended by repealing subsection 5.1(g)(iii) and substituting the
following:
“(iii) the transaction would be a material change to the mutual fund.”.

4.

Section 5.6 is amended by repealing subsection 5.6(1)(g) and substituting the following:
“(g) the mutual fund has complied with Part 11 of National Instrument 81-106
Investment Fund Continuous Disclosure in connection with the making of the

-2decision to proceed with the transaction by the board of directors of the manager
of the mutual fund or of the mutual fund;”.
5.

Section 5.7 is amended by repealing subsection 5.7(1)(d) and substituting the following:
“(d) if the application relates to a matter that would constitute a material change
for the mutual fund, a draft of an amendment to the simplified prospectus of the
mutual fund reflecting the change; and”.

6.

Section 5.10 is repealed.

7.

Subsection 10.1(4) is repealed.

8.

Part 13 is repealed.

9.

Subsection 15.9(2) is amended by deleting the words “significant change” and
substituting the words “material change” in each instance.

10.

Part 16 is repealed.

11.

Part 17 is repealed.

12.

This Instrument comes into force on the date that National Instrument 81-106 Investment
Fund Continuous Disclosure comes into force.

-3COMPANION POLICY 81-102CP
MUTUAL FUNDS
AMENDMENT INSTRUMENT
1.

Companion Policy 81-102CP Mutual Funds is amended by this Instrument.

2.

Subsection 3.2(3) is amended by deleting the last sentence of the subsection and
substituting the sentence “In addition, this decision would also constitute a material
change for the mutual fund, thereby requiring an amendment to the simplified prospectus
of the mutual fund and the issuing of a press release under Part 11 of National Instrument
81-106 Investment Fund Continuous Disclosure.”.

3.

Subsection 7.3(2) is amended by deleting the last sentence of the subsection and
substituting the sentence “The Canadian securities regulatory authorities believe that this
type of transaction generally would constitute a material change for the smaller
continuing mutual fund, thereby triggering the requirements of paragraph 5.1(g) of the
Instrument and Part 11 of National Instrument 81-106 Investment Fund Continuous
Disclosure.”.

4.

Section 7.4 is amended by deleting the words “significant change” and substituting the
words “material change” in each instance.

5.

Part 12 is deleted.

6.

Part 14 is deleted.

7.

This Instrument comes into force on the date that National Instrument 81-106 Investment
Fund Continuous Disclosure comes into force.

APPENDIX E
NATIONAL INSTRUMENT 13-101
SYSTEM FOR ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT ANALYSIS AND RETRIEVAL (SEDAR)
AMENDMENT INSTRUMENT

1.

National Instrument 13-101 System for Electronic Document Analysis and Retrieval (SEDAR) is
amended by this Instrument.

2.

Appendix A is amended
(a) by deleting the following item from part I B. and part II B.(a):
“8.

Annual Filing of a Reporting Issuer
(Form 28 – British Columbia, Alberta,
Ontario, Nova Scotia and Form 26 –
Saskatchewan)”

BC, Alta, Sask, Ont and
NS

and substituting the following to part I B. and part II B.(a):
“8(a). Annual Management Report of Fund Performance
8(b). Interim Management Report of Fund Performance”; and
(b) by adding the following to part I B.:
“14.

3.

Report of Management Company – Transactions
with related persons or companies
(Form 81-903F – British Columbia,
Form 38 – Alberta and Ontario,
Form 36 – Saskatchewan,
Form 39 – Nova Scotia, and
Form 37 – Newfoundland)”.

BC, Alta, Sask, Ont, NS
and Nfld

This Instrument comes into force on the date that National Instrument 81-106 Investment Fund
Continuous Disclosure comes into force.

APPENDIX F
MULTILATERAL INSTRUMENT 81-104
COMMODITY POOLS
AMENDMENT INSTRUMENT
1.

Multilateral Instrument 81-104 Commodity Pools is amended by this Instrument.

2.

Part 7 is repealed.

3.

Sections 8.1, 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4 are repealed.

4.

Section 9.2 is amended
(a)

by repealing subsection 9.2(g) and substituting the following:
“(g) provide the disclosure concerning the past performance of the commodity pool that
is required to be provided by an investment fund under Item 4 of Part B of Form 81106F1 Contents of Annual and Interim Management Report of Fund Performance, except
that
(i) the past performance of the commodity pool, in the bar chart prepared in
accordance with Item 4.2 of Part B of Form 81-106F1, must show quarterly, nonannualized returns of the commodity pool over the period provided for in Item 4.2,
rather than annual returns, and
(ii) the commodity pool may, at its option, in the disclosure required by Item 4.3 of
Part B of Form 81-106F1, compare its performance to an index if it describes any
differences between the commodity pool and the index that affect the comparability
of the performance data of the commodity pool and the index;”; and

(b)

by deleting the words “as required by section 7.3” from paragraph 9.2(n).

5.

Sections 9.3 and 9.4 are repealed.

6.

This Instrument comes into force on the date that National Instrument 81-106 Investment Fund
Continuous Disclosure comes into force.

-2COMPANION POLICY 81-104CP
COMMODITY POOLS
AMENDMENT INSTRUMENT
1.

Companion Policy 81-104CP Commodity Pools is amended by this Instrument.

2.

Subsection 3.1(3) is amended by deleting the words “Item 11.3 of Part B of Form 81-101F1” in
the third sentence and substituting the words “Item 4.3 of Part B of Form 81-106F1”.

3.

This Instrument comes into force on the date that National Instrument 81-106 Investment Fund
Continuous Disclosure comes into force.

APPENDIX G
NATIONAL INSTRUMENT 51-102
CONTINUOUS DISCLOSURE OBLIGATIONS
AMENDMENT INSTRUMENT
1.

National Instrument 51-102 Continuous Disclosure Obligations is amended by this Instrument.

2.

Section 1.1 is amended by repealing the definition of “non-redeemable investment fund” and
substituting the following:
“"non-redeemable investment fund " means, in a jurisdiction except Ontario, an issuer
(a)

where contributions of securityholders are pooled for investment,

(b)

where securityholders do not have day-to-day control over the management and
investment decisions of the issuer, whether or not they have the right to be
consulted or to give directions, and

(c)

whose securities do not entitle the securityholder to receive on demand, or within
a specified period after demand, an amount computed by reference to the value of
a proportionate interest in the whole or in part of the net assets of the issuer;

“non-redeemable investment fund” means, in Ontario, an issuer

3.

(a)

whose primary purpose is to invest money provided by its securityholders,

(b)

that does not invest for the purpose of exercising effective control, seeking to
exercise effective control or being actively involved in the management of the
issuers in which it invests, other than mutual funds or other non-redeemable
investment funds, and

(c)

that is not a mutual fund;”

This Instrument comes into force on the date that National Instrument 81-106 Investment Fund
Continuous Disclosure comes into fo rce.

APPENDIX H
NATIONAL INSTRUMENT 52-107
ACCEPTABLE ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES, AUDITING STANDARDS AND REPORTING
CURRENCY
AMENDMENT INSTRUMENT
1.

National Instrument 52-107 Acceptable Accounting Principles, Auditing Standards and
Reporting Currency is amended by this Instrument.

2.

Section 1.1 is amended
(a)

by repealing the definition of “investment fund” and substituting the following:
“"investment fund" has the meaning ascribed to it in National Instrument 51-102;” and

(b)
3.

by repealing the definition of “non-redeemable investment fund”.

This Instrument comes into force on the date that National Instrument 81-106 Investment Fund
Continuous Disclosure comes into force.
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